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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Victims‟ participation is one of the unique features of the trials held by the Extraordinary Chambers in the 

Courts of Cambodia (ECCC), also known as the Khmer Rouge Tribunal (KRT). In November 2011, the ECCC 

Trial Chamber began its second trial, hearing evidence against three former top ranking Khmer Rouge leaders.  

Nearly 4,000 victims participate as Civil Parties in this second case (Case 002), over ten times more than in the 

first trial. This unprecedented large number of Civil Parties in an already complex trial poses challenges for the 

Court, lawyers and NGOs alike to achieve a balance between the rights of victims to an effective participation 

and the rights of the accused to a timely trial.  

Considering this challenge and the limited resources available, ADHOC, the Cambodian Human Rights and 

Development Association (French Acronym), has established in 2010 a Civil Party Representative (CPR) 

scheme, to facilitate a two-way communication process between Civil Parties, their lawyers, and the Court. 

ADHOC acts as the intermediary organisation for nearly half of the Civil Parties admitted in Case 002, 

providing assistance for their participation in the ECCC‟s legal proceedings. The CPR scheme is centred on the 

role of 122 Civil Party Representatives who act as the focal point and link between the majority of the Civil 

Parties assisted by ADHOC, their lawyers, ADHOC staff, and the Court. 

This study constitutes a baseline analysis for the monitoring and evaluation of the CPR scheme implemented by 

ADHOC. Specifically, among Civil Parties assisted by ADHOC in Case 002, it aims to examine: (1) awareness, 

knowledge and attitudes of the ECCC; (2) their perceptions and expectations about justice; and (3) their 

expectations in regards to collective and moral reparations. It is anticipated that the findings will have broader 

lessons-learned to inform the participation of large numbers of victims in criminal trials in international and 

hybrid tribunals dealing with mass atrocities. 

The results are based on interviews with 120 out of 122 Civil Party Representatives (CPRs) and a random 

sample of 294 Civil Parties (CPs) from a remaining list of ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties in Case 002, as of May 

2011. Out of the total 414 interviews, 366 were conducted in May 2011 prior the initial hearing in Case 002. 

The remaining interviews (48) were conducted from July to mid-November 2011, prior to the beginning of the 

substantive part of the Case 002 trial. Comparisons between Civil Parties‟ and Civil Party representatives‟ are 

discussed where significant differences are present and relevant to the study questions. The views of Civil 

Parties and Civil Party representatives assisted by ADHOC may not represent the views of all Civil Parties 

represented in the trials.  

KEY FINDINGS 

Demographics and current priorities 

 The majority of the Civil Parties were female (69.0%) and ethnic Khmer (87.8%). Most described 

themselves as Buddhists (89.1%). The average age was 59.2 years old (S.D. = 10.1). About three out of 

five among CPs stated they can read and write (61.9%). Nearly 12 percent attended secondary school 

or higher. Civil Party Representatives were more likely to be men (62.5% CPRs vs. 31.0% CPs), 

younger, (55.3 years old; S.D.: 7.7 CPRs vs. 59.1 years old; S.D. 10.1 CPs), married (85.8% CPRs vs. 

61.2% CPs), more educated (30.0% CPRs vs. 11.9% CPs attended secondary school or higher), and to 

report a higher monthly income (94.64; S.D. 100.81 CPRs vs. US$ 72.84; S.D. 96.15 CPs). These 

characteristics may reflect unspecified selection criteria for the CPRs – most were elected by their 
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peers. All study participants lived through the Khmer Rouge regime, and experienced potentially 

traumatic events.  

 Respondents were asked an open question about their current concerns and could provide up to three 

answers. Civil Parties‟ current priorities were jobs, health services and basic needs such as food and 

shelter. The CPRs were more likely to be concerned about: 1) costs and prices (30.0% CPRs vs. 19.4% 

CPs), 2) justice, rule of law, governance, and KRT issues (22.5% CPRs vs. 8.5% CPS), and 3) safety 

issues such as theft and drugs (10.8% CPRs vs. 5.1% CPs), but less about basic needs (15.8% CPRs vs. 

26.5% CPs), and health (32.5% CPRs vs. 43.9% CPs). Compared to CPs, the high percentage of CPRs 

who mentioned justice, rule of law, governance and KRT issues could be attributed to increased 

information and trainings provided to CPRs. Despite their focus on daily needs, when asked what they 

would like to see happen to those responsible for what happened during the Khmer Rouge regime, the 

vast majority of the respondents (93.5% CPs and 90.8% CPRs) mentioned at least one measure 

associated with retributive justice, such as a trial. 

The Civil Party Application Process 

 The majority of the respondents stated that ADHOC was their main source of information regarding 

the possibility of applying as Civil Party, and that they were assisted by ADHOC with their application. 

Among those assisted by ADHOC, about half of the CPs (48.5%) and seven out of ten of the CPRs 

(71.4%) received information at least once a month. About three-quarters of the CPs (77.8%), and a 

vast majority of the CPRs (95.9%) felt moderately, quite a bit or extremely supported by ADHOC.  

 Among all respondents, the main three reasons for participating in the ECCC as Civil Party were: 

(1) to receive justice for their relatives who died under the Khmer Rouge (70.1% CPs and 89.2% 

CPRs); (2) to tell their personal story and receive acknowledgment for their suffering (40.8% CPs and 

46.7% CPRs); and (3) to receive individual reparations (36.7% for both CPs and CPRs). Some of these 

motivations might not be fulfilled by their participation in the ECCC proceedings. The results indicate 

a need to monitor expectations as well as to inform about the limitations of the reparations that will be 

granted by the court to Civil Parties. 

 The ECCC Internal Rules require Civil Parties to have legal representation. ADHOC works closely 

with Civil Party attorneys to ensure that accurate information is communicated to CPRs and CPs. 

Among all respondents, 52.4% of CPs and 74.2% of CPRs said they had chosen their Civil Party 

lawyers (CPL) in the second case (Case 002) and a majority stated that they had already met with their 

Civil Party lawyers at least once. However, participants could name only a handful of national or 

international Civil Party lawyers. CPRs were more likely to: (1) report that they had chosen their Civil 

Party lawyers, (2) have met with their Civil Party lawyers more frequently, and (3) feel more supported 

by them. These results are congruent with the nature of the CPRs‟ role which permits attending 

trainings and court proceedings, and therefore increases opportunities to interact with their lawyers. 

The Civil Party Representatives Scheme 

 Civil Party Representatives act as focal points, their role being to serve as a nexus of information 

between the Civil Parties, their lawyers and the court. Compared to the CPs, the CPRs had a more 

comprehensive understanding of their role. Notably, a very small percentage of the CPs (about 10%) 

knew that one of the tasks of the CPRs was to convey information from and to the Civil Party lawyers. 

As focal points, CPRs transmit information to CPs through different means of communication, formal 

and informal. They also interact with Civil Party lawyers and ADHOC staff. 

 Overall, the majority of CPRs reported having shared information from one to four times (70.9%) 

since they began acting as CPRs, while a smaller percentage (25.0%) had five or more interactions with 

fellow Civil Parties about related topics concerning the ECCC. More precisely, at the time of the study, 

the majority of CPRs stated that they had organized one to three district meetings (76.7%), and 
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contacted other Civil Parties individually one to three times (57.5%). Additionally, half of the CPRs 

transmitted one to three questions from the Civil Parties to Civil Party lawyers (52.5%) while one out 

of five CPRs has conveyed four or five questions from CPs to CPLs (20.8%). Conversely, a little more 

than half of CPRs submitted information from Civil Party lawyers to the Civil Parties one to three 

times (58.3%), whereas almost one out of five have transmitted information four or five times (18.3%).  

 The CPRs are supported by ADHOC through regular contacts and trainings. The main training topics 

reported by the CPRs were related to: 1) the role of a Civil Party Representative (64.9%); 2) 

information about reparations and non-judicial measures (NJMs) (64.1%); 3) information about the 

ECCC Case 002 and the accused (41.9%); and 4) the rights and role of the CPs (30.8%). Overall, the 

CPRs were comfortable with their tasks, although they acknowledged that they needed help from 

ADHOC staff to answer questions from CPs. They reported also not being comfortable speaking in 

front of a group. About half expressed a desire for more explanations and updates about the tribunal 

and the cases (57.5%). One out of five mentioned additional trainings about being a CPR (21.7%). 

Other requests included more financial support when acting as a CPR (17.5%), and more support from 

ADHOC regional staff (14.2%). 

 District meetings are the main means of sharing information between CPRs and CPs. The majority 

reported having attended between one to three meetings (76.9%) with most CPs participating in two 

meetings (31.0%). Two particular topics were mentioned by the Civil Parties as having been discussed 

at these meetings. These were reparations and non-judicial measures (46.2%), and information about 

the ECCC including its mandate, structure and information about Case 002 (39.3%). Overall, among 

those who had met with their CPRs, CPs reported being satisfied with their meetings (97.3%), got new 

information (88.0%), and said they understood this new information (88.6%). More than half of the 

Civil Parties said they would have preferred meeting only with their lawyers (59.9%), but at the same 

time, almost all stated they wanted a CPR (98.3%) and mentioned they will meet with their 

representative again (93.2%). Their main recommendation to ADHOC was to continue to inform them 

about the ECCC, its procedures and proceedings, as well as Case 002 and the accused.  

 The respondents‟ answers demonstrated positive and strong attitudes towards being a Civil Party as 

of the time of this study. Among all participants, the interviewees stated that being a Civil Party gave 

them hope for the future (96.3% CPs and 95.0% CPRs), made them feel “mentally” stronger (87.8% 

CPs and 80.8% CPRs), and that meeting and exchanging dialogue with other KR survivors made them 

feel better about their painful past (97.6% CPs and 92.5% CPRs) With regards to justice, respondents 

answered that being a Civil Party thus far gave them a sense of justice (99.0% CPs and 97.5% CPRs), 

and greater trust in the law (98.0% CPs and 97.5% CPRs). At the time of the study, the overall 

experience of Civil Party participants was perceived to be positive (99.7% CPs and 98.3% CPRs). 

The Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia  

 The results strongly indicate that respondents have positive attitudes towards the ECCC. The 

vast majority believed the ECCC will bring justice to the victims of the Khmer Rouge and/or their 

families (95.2% CPs and 95.8% CPRs). About seven out of ten respondents believed the ECCC is 

doing enough for the victims (74.5% CPs and 71.7% CPRs), while almost everyone stated the ECCC 

will help in rebuilding trust in Cambodia (92.5% for both CPs and CPRs) and will promote national 

reconciliation (91.5% CPs and 93.3% CPRs). Nonetheless, a quarter of respondents (25.2% CPs and 

28.3% CPRs) recommended spending money on something other than the ECCC, and a substantial 

percentage  (58.2% CPs and 40.8% CPRs) said it was more important to focus on problems faced by 

Cambodians today than to address crimes committed by the Khmer Rouge. A small percentage of 

respondents (5.8% CPs and 10.0% CPRs) questioned the neutrality of the court. Among those, the main 

reasons cited by the CPs and CPRs alike, were government influence on the ECCC and a prolonged 

trial. The CPs also mentioned corruption and the sentence of Duch.  
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 Respondents‟ main sources of information about the ECCC were the media – TV (46.9% CPs and 

59.2% CPRs) and radio (45.6% CPs and 67.5% CPRs) – and ADHOC (31.0% CPs and 54.2% CPRs). 

A substantial proportion of the respondents (60.2% CPs and 78.3% CPRs) indicated they had seen a 

TV program about the court. Among those, the show “Duch on Trial“ was the most frequently cited 

(42.4% CPs and 54.3% CPRs). The Civil Party Representatives were more likely to state that the 

media, TV and radio, were their main sources of information about the ECCC, and that they had seen a 

TV program about the court. A significantly greater percentage of CPRs also mentioned ADHOC as a 

main source of information about the court. This latter result is not surprising considering their regular 

contacts with ADHOC as representatives. 

 The respondents (37.1% CPs and 66.7% CPRs) were aware that the overall jail sentence handed down 

by the Trial Chamber against Duch was 35 years. When asked how long Duch was actually required to 

stay in prison, about one out of five CPs (20.7%), and half of the CPRs (50.0%) stated that the actual 

jail sentence would effectively be 18/19 years (the correct answer), but more than half of the CPs 

(56.8%) and one-third of the CPRs (33.3%) did not provide any answer. Compared to the Civil Parties, 

the Civil Party Representatives were more likely to state the correct answers. 

 When examining participants‟ factual knowledge about Case 002, roughly two thirds of CPs (66.7%) 

and the vast majority of the CPRs (90.8%) were aware that four senior leaders were to be put on trial in 

Case 002 before the ECCC. About half of the CPs and a majority of the CPRs were able to name all 

four accused in Case 002 without error (43.9% CPs and 85.0% CPRs), and a majority (77.2% CPs and 

90.8% CPRs) knew at least one of the crimes with which the accused are charged – the crime of 

genocide.  

 In term of legal awareness and knowledge, respondents named the Civil Party lawyers (55.1% CPs 

and 80.8% CPRs) and the Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers (31.3% CPs and 68.3% CPRs) as their 

representatives in the courtroom. On average, respondents provided correct responses to 5 out of 7 

statements about the rights of the Civil Parties. Overall, the CPRs were significantly more 

knowledgeable than the CPs in regards to their own legal representatives, the rights of the Civil Parties, 

the accused, and the crimes with which the accused are charged. Nonetheless, the results show that 

knowledge of Case 002 and legal understanding of the proceedings need to be strengthened for CPRs 

and CPs alike.  

Reparations and Non-Judicial Measures  

 Almost all respondents (97.6% CPs and 97.5% CPRs) mentioned it was important to provide 

reparations to the victims of the Khmer Rouge. Respondents stated that reparations will help to 

alleviate physical and mental health suffering (32.3% CPs and 44.2% CPRs) as well as safeguard the 

memory of crimes committed during the KR regime and raise awareness for the next generations so 

that those atrocities are not forgotten (30.3% CPs and 35.0% CPRs). Respondents added that 

reparations will provide justice to the victims and to those who died during the regime (29.6% CPs and 

21.7% CPRs) and potentially improve access to health care and education for the next generation 

(10.2% CPs and 10.0% CPRs).  

 According to the ECCC Statute, the Court may award only collective and symbolic reparations. With 

regards to the type of collective and symbolic reparations, the majority of respondents mentioned that 

a memorial, stupa or funeral monument should be built in each province to remember the victims 

(56.5% CPs and 76.7% CPRs). Further suggestions included health and mental health services (23.5% 

CPs and 39.2% CPRs), a museum (15.0% CPs and 47.5% CPRs), or a ceremony or public event for the 

dead (24.8% CPs and 17.5% CPRs). More than one out of ten (13.9% CPs and 18.3% CPRs) wished 

for an almshouse or rest place in their village for the benefit of elderly and poor people. Respondents 

favoured the implementation of reparations at the district level (32.0% CPs and 57.5% CPRs) and 

provincial level (33.7% CPs and 44.2% CPRs) followed by the village and commune levels. About one 
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out of five (20.1% CPs and 24.2% CPRs) would like to see reparations implemented at mass grave 

sites.  

 With regard to Non-Judicial Measures, the large majority of respondents mentioned they would assist 

and/or contribute if a small project was implemented in their community (99% CPs and 98.3% CPRs). 

Recommendations 

This report includes lessons-learned from the study and recommendations based on the study findings and on 

ADHOC‟s experience with victim participation since the inception of the ECCC.  

To all representatives and intermediaries working with Civil Parties (i.e. ADHOC, CDP/GBV, VSS, CP 

Lawyers, CPLCL): 

 Maintain resources and efforts to reach, inform, educate, and manage expectations among Civil 

Parties using multiple and interactive methods. Knowledge about the courts and the trials remains 

relatively low. For example just one third of the CPs new the sentence given to Duch in the first trial, 

and just half knew who represent them at trials. Educational methods include logistic support for 

physical participation, meetings and trainings, as well as participatory activities such as the CPR 

scheme, community dialogues, mock tribunals, or interactive radio programs. These activities should 

take advantage of key moments in the ECCC process such as the final judgement in Case 002 for 

example, and continue until the end of the tribunal and beyond;  

 Develop activities outside of the ECCC related activities to foster a sense of justice, recognition, 

dialogue and exchange. No participation scheme will fulfill all expectations of the CPs and CPRs. 

Activities may include building a memorial in a village, telling one‟s story to the next generation, 

avenues for testimony, or planning a museum in a community.   

 Develop an inclusive consultation mechanism to gather and unify the voice of CPs and CPRs in 

recommending reparation measures to the judges and designing non-judicial measures in general. 

Mechanisms should also be put in place to ensure gendered understanding of reparations and victim 

assistance as well as regional or local needs. 

To the CPLs/CPLCLs and intermediaries working with Civil Parties: 

 Ensure increased contacts and information sharing between CPs and their lawyers either directly 

or through intermediaries. The information related to the ECCC is often complex and difficult to 

understand for ordinary Cambodians. Civil Parties Lawyers are key actors to explain legal concepts and 

transmit information to the Civil Parties. As legal representatives of the Civil Parties, they would also 

benefit from knowing and understanding the interests of their clients. Civil Party lawyers should 

coordinate with intermediary organizations and/or Civil Party Representatives to increase their level of 

contact with the Civil Parties. This would improve both Civil Parties‟ understanding of the ECCC 

proceedings and Civil Party lawyers‟ knowledge of their clients‟ interests. 

To the CPLs/ CPLCLs: 

 Actively engage and contact clients and be responsive to their demands and needs. Few 

respondents could name their national and international lawyers and many expressed that they felt only 

partially supported by their attorney. Lawyers can correct this by finding creative ways to communicate 

with Civil Parties. For example, CPLs could distribute ID cards with, the names, picture and, and VSS 

Identification number of the lawyers so they could be easily recognized.  

 Develop clear messages about the process of the trial and a two-way communication mechanism 

(e.g. voice messages, sms,…) to let CPs ask questions directly. Disseminate messages through 
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intermediary network using audio messages, pictures, or a combination of very simple written 

messages and pictures; 

To the ECCC: 

 Provide transparent updates to NGOs, Civil Parties, and the public regarding the future of the 

trials. Proceed in a timely and transparent manner with improved efforts to have an open discourse 

with civil society organizations about the current case and, for example, the possibility of further sub-

trials.  

 Establish a clear Court – civil society liaison mechanism with an officer tasked with coordinating 

and collaborating with civil society, intermediaries, and the court though regular contacts, and 

developing clear and consistent outreach messages to be disseminated to the Civil Parties and the 

Cambodian population in general. 

 Design clear, consistent and systematic messages with regards of reparations and its realistic 

expected outcomes in collaboration with intermediary organizations and Civil Party lawyers to 

manage expectations and avoid post-ECCC disappointment and disillusionment.  

To the Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC):  

 Work to develop and ensure the legacy of the ECCC especially regarding transfer of the ECCC 

experience of victim participation and support to the domestic system. Many aspects of the ECCC 

legacy have the potential to positively affect the rule of law and legal system in Cambodia. The 

experience and capacity-building of the victim participation scheme provides an outline for victim 

participation in domestic courts, as well as a transition towards more victim-oriented justice in 

Cambodia in general.  

 Continue to work with victims and the civil society to develop non-judicial mechanisms to deal 

with the legacy of the Khmer Rouge, including strengthening existing education and history 

curriculum, creating avenues for truth telling and testimonials, and developing memorials and 

recognition for the victims 

To the Donors:  

 Continue to support victim participation, until the end of the trials. Victim participation is a unique 

feature of the Court. While there is a need to manage expectations among civil parties, the commitment 

to the rights of victims must be upheld and remain an important legacy of the court. 

 Support programs that ensure the work of the Court and its legacy goes beyond the trials to 

inform broader social programs to deal with the past, including programs to strengthen education, truth 

telling and testimonials, and memorialization. 

 Support consultative processes that involve the population to identify and address priorities and needs 

beyond justice.  

 Demand increased transparency and coordination among all actors involved in the ECCC and 

providing assistance to victims 
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សេចក្តីេសខេបទសូៅ  

ការចូលរមួរបស់ជនរងគររោះ គឺជាលក្ខណៈពិគសសមួយក្នុងចំគោមលក្ខណៈពិគសសនា
នាននការជំនំុជរមោះក្តីគៅអងគជំនំុជរមោះវសិាមញ្ញក្នុងតុលាការក្មពុជា (អ.វ.ត.ក្) ដដលគគសាគ ល់ផងដដរ
ជា សាលាក្តីដមមររក្ហម។ ក្នុងដមវចិឆិកា ឆ្ន ំ២០១១ អងគជំនំុជរមោះសាលាដំបូងននអ.វ.ត.ក្ បាន
ចាប់គផតើមការជំនំុជរមោះក្តីគលើក្ទីពីររបស់មលួន គោយសាត ប់ភសតុតាងរបឆំ្ងនឹងអតីតគមដឹក្នំាដមមរ
រក្ហមទំងបីនាក់្។  

ជនរងគររោះជិត៤០០០នាក់្ ចូលរមួជាគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីក្នុងសំណំុគរឿងទីពីរគនោះ 
(សំណំុគរឿង០០២) គឺគរចើនជាង១០ដង គបើគធៀបនឹងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីក្នុងសំណំុគរឿងទីមួយ។ 
ការចូលរមួននគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីដ៏គរចើនសនធឹក្សនាធ ប់ មិនដដលធ្លល ប់មានពីមុនដបបគនោះក្នុង
ការជំនំុជរមោះដ៏សមុគសាម ញគហើយគនាោះ គឺជាបញ្ហា របឈមធំៗ ចំគ ោះតុលាការ, គមធ្លវ ី និងអងគការ
មិនដមនរោឋ ភិបាល គដើមបីសគរមចបាននូវតុលយភាពរវាងសិទធិរបស់ជនរងគររោះ ក្នុងការចូលរមួ
របក្បគោយរបសិទធភាព និងសិទធិរបស់ជនជាប់គចាទ ក្នុងការទទួលបានការជំនំុជរមោះទន់
គពលគវលា។  

គោយពិចារោអំពីបញ្ហា របឈមគនោះ និងធនធ្លនដ៏មានក្រមិត សមាគមការ រសិទធិ
មនុសស និងអភិវឌឍន៍គៅក្មពុជា (គៅកាត់ សមាគមអាដហុក្) ក្នុងឆ្ន ំ២០១០ បានបគងកើតជាគគរមាង
តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គដើមបសីរមបសរមួលដំគណើ រការរបាស្ស័យទក់្ទងពីរផលូវរវាង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គមធ្លវរីបស់ពួក្គគ និងតុលាការ។សមាគមអាដហុក្គដើរតួជាអងគការ
អនតរការសីរមាប់ជិត ក់្ក្ោត លននគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី ដដលរតូវបានទទួលសាគ ល់ក្នុងសំណំុ
គរឿង០០២ គោយផតល់ការឧបតថមភសរមាប់ការចូលរមួរបស់ពួក្គគក្នុងដំគណើ រការនីតិវធីិចាប់របស់
អ.វ.ត.ក្។ គគរមាង តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីគតត តគៅគលើតួនាទីរបស់  តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី១២២នាក់្ ដដលគដើរតួជាចំណុចទំនាក់្ទំនង និងចំណុចផារភាជ ប់រវាងភាគគរចើននន
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី ដដលទទួលការឧបតថមភពីសមាគមអាដហុក្, គមធ្លវរីបស់ពួក្គគ,  បុគគលិក្
សមាគមអាដហុក្ និងតុលាការ។ 

ការសិក្ាគនោះ គឺជាការវភិាគមូលោឋ នមួយសរមាប់ការរតតួពិនិតយ និងការវាយតនមលអំពី 
គគរមាងតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី ដដលអនុវតតគោយសមាគមអាដហុក្។ ជាពិគសសគៅ
គទៀតគនាោះ ក្នុងចំគោមគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី ដដលទទួលការឧបតថមភពីសមាគមអាដហុក្ក្នុង
សំណំុគរឿង០០២ ការសិក្ាគនោះមានបំណងពិនិតយអំពី៖ (១)ការយល់ដឹង, ចំគណោះដឹង និងឥរយិាបទ
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ចំគ ោះអ.វ.ត.ក្ (២) ចំោប់អារមមណ៍ និងការរពឹំងទុក្អំពីយុតតិធម៌ និង (៣) ការរពឹំងទុក្របស់
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី  ក់្ព័នធនឹងសំណងផលូវចិតត និងសមូហភាព។ គគបា៉ា ន់របមាណថា គំគហើញ
ទំងគនោះនឹងមានគមគរៀនដដលបានគរៀនសូរតទូលំទូលាយជាង គដើមបជូីនដំណឹងអំពីការចូលរមួនន
ចំនួនជនរងគររោះដ៏គរចើនសនធឹក្សនាធ ប់ក្នុងការជំនំុជរមោះរពហមទណឌ  ក្នុងតុលាការអនតរជាតិ និង
តុលាការកូ្នកាត់ ដដលគោោះស្សាយនឹងអំគពើនរពនផសរទង់រទយធំ។ 

លទធផលទំងគនោះ គឺដផែក្គៅគលើបទសមាភ សន៍ជាមួយសមាជិក្១២០នាក់្ ក្នុងចំគោម
តំោង គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីទំង១២២នាក់្ និងបា៉ា ន់គរជើសគរ ើសគោយរ វនន គដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី២៩៤នាក់្ ពីបញ្ជ ី គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីក្នុងសំណំុគរឿង០០២ ដដលទទួល ការឧបតថមភពី
សមាគមអាដហុក្ រតឹមដមឧសភា ឆ្ន ំ២០១១។ ក្នុងចំគោមបទសមាភ សន៍ទំង៤១៤ គយើងបាន
គធវើសមាភ សន៍ចំនួន៣៦៦ ក្នុងដមឧសភា ឆ្ន ំ ២០១១ គឺមុនសវនាការបឋមក្នុងសំណំុគរឿង០០២។ 
បទសមាភ សន៍គផសងគទៀត (៤៨) រតវូបានគធវើ ចាប់ពីដមក្ក្កោ ដល់ ក់្ក្ោត លដមវចិឆិកា ឆ្ន ំ២០១១  
គឺមុនគពលចាប់គផតើមននសវនាការគលើអងគគសចក្តីក្នុងសំណំុគរឿង០០២។ ការគរបៀបគធៀបរវាងចគមលើយ
តបរបស់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងចគមលើយតបរបស់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី រតវូបាន
ពិភាក្ារតង់ចំណុចមុសរន  ដដលសំខាន់ៗ និង ក់្ព័នធនឹងសំណួរក្នុងការសិក្ាគនោះ។ ទសសនៈ
របស់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី ដដលទទួលការឧបតថមភពីសមាគម
អាដហុក្អាចមិនតំោងឲ្យទសសនៈរបស់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីទំងអស់ ដដលមានគមធ្លវកី្នុង
ការជំនំុជរមោះគទ។
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គំស ើញេំខាន់ៗ  

អាទិភាពបចចុបបនន និងអាទិភាពរបជាសាស្រសត 

 ភាគគរចើននន គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីជាស្រសតី (69.0%) និងជនជាតិដមមរ (87.8%)។ភាគគរចើន
បញ្ហជ ក់្គោយមលួនឯងថាជា ពុទធសាសនិក្ (89.1%)។ អាយុជាមធយម គឺ 59.2 ឆ្ន ំ (S.D. = 10.1)។ 
របមាណបីក្នុងចំគោមគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីបួននាក់្  ដថលងថា ពួក្គគគចោះអាន និង
សរគសរ (61.9%)។ ដក្បរនឹង 12% បានចូលគរៀនមធយមសិក្ា ឬមពស់ជាងគនោះ។ តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីគរចើនជាបុរស (62.5% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គធៀប
នឹង 31.0% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី )  វយ័គក្មង (55.3 ឆ្ន ំ, S.D.:7.7 សរមាប់តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី  គធៀបនឹង 59.1 ឆ្ន ំ, S.D.: 10.1 សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)  
គរៀបការគហើយ (85.8% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គធៀបនឹង 61.2%សរមាប់
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) និងមានការអប់រគំរចើនជាង (30.0% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី គធៀបនឹង 11.9%សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី បានចូលរមួមធយមសិក្ា ឬមពង់
ជាងគនោះ) និងមានរបាក់្ចំណូលរបចំាដមគរចើនជាង (US$94.64, S.D. 100.81 សរមាប់តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គធៀបនឹង US$72.84, S.D. 96.15 សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី )។  
លក្ខណៈទំងគនោះ អាចឆលុោះបញ្ហច ងំអំពីលក្ខណវនិិចឆ័យមិនកំ្ណត់ សរមាប់តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី ដដលភាគគរចើនរតូវបានគរជើសតំាងគោយរន រត់។ អនក្ចូលរមួក្នុង
ការសិក្ាគនោះទំងអស់បានឆលងកាត់របបដមមររក្ហម គហើយជួបរបទោះរពឹតតិការណ៍នន
ការប៉ាោះ ល់ផលូវចិតត។  

 អនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយរតូវបានសួរនូវសំណួរគបើក្ចំហរមួយអំពីការក្តីបារមភបចចុបបននរបស់ពួក្គគ និង
អាចផតល់រហូតដល់បីចគមលើយ។ អាទិភាពបចចុបបននរបស់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីគឺ៖ មុមរបរ  
គសវាសុមភាព និងតរមវូការជាមូលោឋ ន ដូចជាមាូបអាហារ និងទីជរមក្។ តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីទំនងជារពួយបារមភជាងអំពី៖ ១)ចំោយ និងតនមល (30.0% សរមាប់
តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គធៀបនឹង 19.4% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី), 
២)យុតតិធម៌ នីតិរដឋ និងអភិបាលកិ្ចច និងបញ្ហា សាលាក្តីដមមររក្ហម (22.5% សរមាប់តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គធៀបនឹង 8.5% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី), ៣)បញ្ហា សុវតថិភាព 
ដូចជា ការលួច និងគរគឿងគញៀន (10.8% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គធៀបនឹង 
5.1% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) ប៉ាុដនតពួក្គគមានក្តីបារមភតិចតួចចំគ ោះតរមូវការជា
មូលោឋ ន (15.8% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គធៀបនឹង 26.5% សរមាប់
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) និងសុមភាព (32.5% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គធៀប
នឹង 43.9% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)។ គបើគរបៀបគធៀបនឹងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី 
ភាគរយដ៏មពស់ននតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី ដដលបាននិយាយអំពី យុតតិធម៌ នីតិរដឋ 
និងអភិបាលកិ្ចច និងបញ្ហា សាលាក្តីដមមររក្ហម អាចបោត លមក្ពីកំ្គណើ នព័ត៌មាន និង
ការបណតុ ោះបោត ល ដដលបានផតល់ដល់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី។ គបើគទោះជាពួក្គគ
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គតត តគៅគលើតរមូវការរបចំានថងក្តី គៅគពលសួរនំាអំពីអវីដដលពួក្គគចង់គ ើញគក្ើតគឡើង
ចំគ ោះអនក្ដដលទទួលមុសរតូវចំគ ោះអវីដដលបានគក្ើតគឡើងក្នុងអំឡុងរបបដមមររក្ហម 
អនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយភាគគរចើនបំផុត (93.5% សរមាប់ គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គធៀបនឹង 90.8% 

សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) គលើក្គឡើងយា៉ាងគហាចោស់នូវវធិ្លនការមួយ 
 ក់្ព័នធនឹងយុតតិធម៌ តាមការពិន័យ ដូចជា ការជំនំុជរមោះជាគដើម។   និងរបំាពីរនាក់្ក្នុង
ចំគោមតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី១០នាក់្ 

ដំគណើ រការោក់្ ក្យសំុតំាងមលួនជាគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី  

 ភាគគរចើនននអនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយដថលងថា សមាគមអាដហុក្ គឺជា របភពចមបងរបស់ពួក្គគ 
 ក់្ព័នធនឹងការោក់្ ក្យសំុតំាងមលួនជាគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងថា ពួក្គគរតូវបានជួយ
រំរទគោយសមាគមអាដហុក្ក្នុងការោក់្ ក្យរបស់ពួក្គគ។ ក្នុងចំគោម អនក្ដដលជួយ
រំរទគោយសមាគមអាដហុក្  ក់្ក្ោត លននគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (48.5%) និងរបំាពីរ
នាក់្ក្នុងចំគោមតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី១០នាក់្ (71.4%) ទទួលបានព័ត៌មានយា៉ាង
តិចមតងក្នុងមួយដម។ របមាណបីភាគបួនននគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (77.8%) និងភាគគរចើន
បំផុតននតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (95.9%)  មានអារមមណ៍ថាទទួលបានការរំរទលមម
គួរសម និងគរចើន ពីសមាគមអាដហុក្។  

 ក្នុងចំគោមអនក្ចូលរមួផតល់ចំគលើយទំងអស់ មូលគហតុចមបងទំងបីក្នុងការចូលរមួគៅ
អ.វ.ត.ក្ ជាគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គឺ៖ ១)គដើមបរីក្យុតតិធម៌ឲ្យសាច់ញាតិ ដដលបានសាល ប់
ក្នុងរបបដមមររក្ហម (70.1% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 89.2% សរមាប់តំោង 
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) ២)គដើមបីរបាប់គរឿងរ៉ា វតទ ល់មលួន និងទទួលបានការទទួលសាគ ល់
ចំគ ោះទុក្ខគវទនារបស់មលួន (40.8% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 46.7% សរមាប់ 
តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) និង ៣)ទទួលបានសំណងតទ ល់មលួន (36.7% សរមាប់ ទំង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)។ មួយចំនួនននការរពឹំងទុក្ទំង
គនោះអាចមិនបំគពញបានគឡើយ តាមរយៈការចូលរមួរបស់ពួក្រត់ក្នុងដំគណើ រការនីតិវធីិ
របស់អ.វ.ត.ក្។ លទធផលបង្ហា ញអំពីតរមវូការ ក្នុងការរតតួពិនិតយការរពឹំងទុក្ ក៏្ដូជា ក្នុង
ការជូនព័ត៌មានអំពីរពំដដនននសំណង ដដលនឹងរតូវបានផតល់ជូនគោយតុលាការគៅដល់
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី។  

 វធិ្លននផទក្នុងនន អ.វ.ត.ក្ តរមូវឲ្យគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីមានតំោងផលូវចាប់។ សមាគម
អាដហុក្គធវើការយា៉ាងជិតសនិទធិជាមួយនឹងគមធ្លវតំីោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គដើមបធី្លនា
ថា ព័ត៌មានរតឹមរតូវរតវូបានផតល់ឲ្យតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី។  ក្នុងចំគោមអនក្ផតល់សមាភ សន៍ទំងអស់ (52.4% ននគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី 
និង74.2% ននតំោង គដើមបណតឹ ង រដឋបបគវណី) និយាយថា ពួក្គគបានគរជើសគរ ើស គមធ្លវ ី
តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី របស់មលួនក្នុងសំណំុគរឿងទីពីរ (សំណំុគរឿង០០២) និង
ភាគគរចើនដថលងថា ពួក្គគធ្លល ប់បានជួបគមធ្លវតំីោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីរបស់មលួនយា៉ាង
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តិចោស់មតង។ យា៉ាងោមិញ អនក្ចូលរមួក្នុងការសិក្ាគនោះអាចរបាប់គ ម្ ោះគមធ្លវជីាតិ 
និងគមធ្លវអីនតរជាតិតិចតួចបំផុត។ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីទំនងជា ១) បាន
រយការណ៍ថា មលួនបានគរជើសគរ ើសគមធ្លវរីបស់មលួន២) បានជួបជាមួយគមធ្លវរីបស់មលួនញឹក្
ញាប់ជាង និង ៣)មានអារមមណ៍ថា ទទួលបានការឧបតថមភគរចើនជាងគោយគមធ្លវមីលួន។ 
លទធផលទំងគនោះ គឺស្សបរន នឹងលក្ខណៈ និងតួនាទីក្នុងនាមជាតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី ដដលអនុញ្ហញ តឲ្យមានការចូលរមួក្នុងការបណតុ ោះបោត ល និងដំគណើ រការនីតិវធីិ 
គហើយដូគចនោះគហើយ ក៏្បគងកើនឳកាសឲ្យជួបជាមួយគមធ្លវរីបស់ពួក្គគ។  

គគរមាងតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី 

 តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីគដើរតួជាចំណុចរបាស្ស័យទំនាក់្ទំនង។ តួនាទីរបស់ពួក្គគ គឺ
បគរមើជាទំនាក់្ទំនងននព័ត៌មានរវាងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី, គមធ្លវ ីនិងតុលាការ។ គបើគធៀប
នឹងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីមានការយល់ដឹងទូលំទូលាយ
ជាងអំពីតួនាទីរបស់ពួក្គគ។ គួរឲ្យក្ត់សមាគ ល់ ភាគរយតិចតួចបំផុតននគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី (របមាណ 10%) ដឹងថា មួយក្នុងចំគោមកិ្ចចការរបស់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី គឺដចក្រដំលក្ព័ត៌មានពី និងគៅគមធ្លវតំីោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី។ ក្នុងនាម
ជាចំណុចរបាស្ស័យទក់្ទង តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីបញ្ជូ នព័ត៌មានគៅគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណីតាមរយៈមគធោបាយទក់្ទងមុសៗរន  ទំងផលូវការ និងគរៅផលូវការ។ ពួក្គគក៏្
របាស្ស័យទក់្ទងផងដដរជាមួយគមធ្លវតំីោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងបុគគលិក្
សមាគមអាដហុក្។  

 ជាទូគៅ ភាគគរចើនននតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីបានរយការណ៍ថា បានដចក្រដំលក្
ព័ត៌មានពីមតងគៅបួនដង (70.9%) ចាប់តំាងពីពួក្គគចាប់គផតើមកាល យជាតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី មណៈដដលភាគរយដ៏តិចតួច (25.0%) មានការរបាស្ស័យទក់្ទងរបំាដង ឬ
គរចើនជាងហនឹងជាមួយនឹងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីដូចរន អំពីរបធ្លនបទ ទក់្ទងនឹងសាលាក្តី
ដមមររក្ហម។ ជាងគនោះគៅគទៀត ក្នុងអំឡុងគពលននការសិក្ាគនោះ  ភាគគរចើនននតំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីដថលងថា ពួក្គគធ្លល ប់បានគរៀបចំការរបជំុថាន ក់្ស្សកុ្មតងគៅបីដង(76.7%) 

និងបានទក់្ទងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គផសងៗគទៀត ជាលក្ខណៈបុគគល ចគនាល ោះពីមតងគៅ
បីដង (57.5%)។ បដនថមគលើគនោះគទៀត  ក់្ក្ោត លននតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី
បានបញ្ជូ នសំណួរចគនាល ោះពីមួយគៅបីពីគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គៅគមធ្លវតំីោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (52.5%) មណៈដដល មាន ក់្ក្នុងចំគោមតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណីរបំានាក់្បានបញ្ជូ នបួន ឬរបំាសំណួរពីគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីគៅគមធ្លវ ី (20.8%)

។ ផទុយគៅវញិ គរចើនជាង ក់្ក្ោត លននតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីបានបញ្ជូ ន
ព័ត៌មានពីគមធ្លវ ី គៅ គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី ចគនាល ោះពីមតងគៅបីដង (58.3%) មណៈដដល
គសទើរដតមាន ក់្ក្នុងចំគោមរបំានាក់្បានបញ្ជូ នព័ត៌មានបួន ឬរបំាដង (18.3%)។  
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 តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីរតវូបានរំរទគោយសមាគមអាដហុក្ តាមរយៈ ទំនាក់្
ទំនងរន  និងការបណតុ ោះបោត លជារបចំា។ របធ្លនបទចមបងៗក្នុងវគគបណតុ ោះបោត ល រតូវ
បានរយការណ៍គោយតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីគឺ ក់្ព័នធនឹង ១)តួនាទីរបស់តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (64.9%) ២) ព័ត៌មានអំពីសំណង និងវធិ្លនការគរៅបគចចក្គទស
តុលាការ  (64.1%) ៣) ព័ត៌មានអំពីសំណំុគរឿង០០២របស់អ.វ.ត.ក្ និងជនជាប់គចាទ (41.9%) 
និង ៤)សិទធិ និងតួនាទីរបស់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (30.8%)។ ជាទូគៅ តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីមានអារមមណ៍សុមស្សួលនឹងការង្ហររបស់ពួក្គគ គបើគទោះជាពួក្គគ
ទទួលសាគ ល់ថា ពួក្គគគៅដតរតូវការជំនួយពីបុគគលិក្សមាគមអាដហុក្ គដើមបីគឆលើយគៅនឹង
សំណួររបស់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី។ ពួក្គគក៏្បានរយការណ៍ថា ពំុសូវមានអារមមណ៍
ស្សណុក្ចិតតប៉ាុនាម នដដរ ក្នុងការនិយាយគៅមុមរក្មុមនុសស។ របមាណចំនួន ក់្ក្ោត ល 
បង្ហា ញអំពីចំណង់ចំណូលចិតតឲ្យមានការពនយល់ និងបចចុបបននភាពបដនថមគទៀតអំពីសាលាក្តី 
និងសំណំុគរឿង (57.5%)។ មាន ក់្ក្នុងចំគោមរបំានាក់្ដថលងថា រតូវការវគគបណតុ ោះបោត លបដនថម
គទៀតអំពីការង្ហររបស់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (21.7%)។ សំគណើ គផសងៗគទៀត រមួ
មានការឧបតថមភដផនក្ហិរញ្ញវតថុបដនថម គៅគពលបំគពញការង្ហរក្នុងនាមជាតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី (17.5%) និងការរំរទបដនថមពីបុគគលិក្របចំាតំបន់របស់សមាគមអាដហុក្ 
(14.2%)។  

 ការរបជំុថាន ក់្ស្សុក្ គឺជាមគធោបាយដ៏ចមបងននការដចក្រដំលក្ព័ត៌មានរវាង តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី។ ភាគគរចើនរយការណ៍ថា បានចូលរមួ
ការរបជំុគនោះមតងគៅបីដង (76.9%) ដដលគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីភាគគរចើនបានចូលរមួពីរដង
(31.0%)។ គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីគលើក្គឡើងរបធ្លនបទពិគសសពីរ ដដលរតវូបានពិភាក្ា
ក្នុងការរបជំុទំងគនោះ។ របធ្លនបទទំងគនោះសតីពីសំណង និងវធិ្លនការគរៅបគចចក្គទស
តុលាការ (46.2%) និងព័ត៌មានអំពីអ.វ.ត.ក្ រមួទំង រចនាសមព័នធ, អាណតតិ និងព័ត៌មានអំពី
សំណំុគរឿង០០២ (39.3%)។ ជាទូគៅ ក្នុងចំគោមអនក្ដដលបានជួបជាមួយតំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីរបស់ពួក្គគ  គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីមានអារមមណ៍គពញចិតតនឹង
ការរបជំុរបស់ពួក្គគ (97.3%) ទទួលបានព័ត៌មានថមីៗ(88.0%) គហើយនិយាយថា ពួក្គគ យល់
អំពីព័ត៌មានថមីៗទំងគនោះ(88.6%)។ គរចើនជាងចំនួន ក់្ក្ោត លននគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី
និយាយថា ពួក្គគគពញចិតតនឹងជួបជាមួយដតគមធ្លវពួីក្រត់ជាង(59.9%) ប ៉ុន្តែក្ន៉ុង
ពេលដូចគ្នន ន្ដរ ព្ទើរន្ែទាំងអ្់គ្នន ន្លែងថា េួក្ពេចង់បាតែាំណាងពដើមបណ្ែឹ ងរដឋបបពវណី្ 
(98.3%) តិងបាតតិយាយថា េួក្ពេតឹងជួបជាមួយែាំណាងរប្់េួក្គ្នែ់មែងព ៀែ(93.2%)។ 
អនុសាសន៍ចមបងរបស់ពួក្គគផតល់ឲ្យសមាគមអាដហុក្គឺ រតូវបនតផតល់ព័ត៌មានអំពីអ.វ.ត.ក្, 
នីតិវធីិគៅអ.វ.ត.ក្ និងកិ្ចចដំគណើ រការនីតិវធីិ ក៏្ដូចជាសំណំុគរឿង០០២ និងជនជាប់គចាទ 
តគៅគទៀត។ 

 ចគមលើយរបស់អនក្ផតល់សមាភ សន៍បង្ហា ញអំពីឥរយិាបទវជិជមានដ៏មុតមំា ក្នុងនាមជាគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី។ អនក្ផតល់សមាភ សន៍ទំងអស់ ដថលងថា ភាពជាគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីផតល់ឲ្យ
ពួក្គគក្តីសងឃឹមសរមាប់នថងអនាគត (96.3% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 95.0% 
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សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) គធវើឲ្យមានអារមមណ៍ “ដផនក្ផលូវចិតត” កាន់ដតរងឹមំា 
(87.8% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 80.8% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) 
និងថា ការជួបរបជំុ និងការសនទនារន ជាមួយនឹងអនក្គៅរស់រនមានជីវតិគផសងៗគទៀតគធវើឲ្យ
ពួក្គគមានអារមមណ៍ធូរគសបើយពីអតីតកាលដ៏ដសនឈឺចាប់របស់មលួន (97.6% សរមាប់
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 92.5% សរមាប់ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)។  ក់្ព័នធនឹង
យុតតិធម៌ អនក្ផតល់សមាភ សន៍គឆលើយថា ភាពជាគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីផតល់ឲ្យពួក្គគនូវ
អារមមណ៍ទទូលបានយុតតិធម៌ (99.0% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 97.5% សរមាប់ 
តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) គហើយថា ពួក្គគមានទំនុក្ចិតតយា៉ាងមុតមំាគៅគលើចាប់ 
(98.0% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 97.5% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)
។ គៅអំឡុងគពលគធវើការសិក្ាគនោះ បទពិគសាធន៍ជាទូគៅរបស់អនក្ចូលរមួជាគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណីក្នុងគពលក្នលងមក្ រតវូបានគគចាប់អារមមណ៍ថា មានលក្ខណៈវជិជមាន (99.7% 

សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 98.3% សរមាប់ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)។ 
 

អងគជំនំុជរមោះវសិាមញ្ញក្នុងតុលាការក្មពុជា 

 លទធផលបង្ហា ញយា៉ាងចាស់ថា អនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយក្នុងការសិក្ាគនោះមានឥរយិាបទវជិជមាន
ចំគ ោះអ.វ.ត.ក្។ ភាគគរចើនគលើសលប់គជឿជាក់្ថា អ.វ.ត.ក្ នឹងនំាមក្នូវយុតតិធម៌ដល់
ជនរងគររោះននរបបដមមររក្ហម និង/ឬ រក្ុមរគួសាររបស់ពួក្គគ (95.2% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី និង 95.8% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)។ របមាណរបំាពីរនាក់្ក្នុង
ចំគោមអនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយដប់នាក់្ គជឿជាក់្ថា អ.វ.ត.ក្ កំ្ពុងបំគពញភារកិ្ចចរគប់ររន់គហើយ
សរមាប់ជនរងគររោះ (74.5% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 71.7% សរមាប់ តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) មណៈដដលគសទើរដតរគប់រន ដថលងថា អ.វ.ត.ក្នឹងជួយក្សាងទំនុក្
ចិតតគឡើងវញិគៅរបគទសក្មពុជា (92.5% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងតំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) និង គលើក្ក្មពស់ការផសោះផារជាតិ (91.5% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី និង 93.3% សរមាប់ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)។ យា៉ាងោមិញ មួយភាគ
បួនននអនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយ (25.2% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 28.3% សរមាប់ តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)ឲ្យគយាបល់ថា ការចំោយថវកិាគលើអវីមោ៉ាងជាជាងគលើអវតក្  
គហើយភាគរយគួរសម (58.2% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 40.8% សរមាប់ តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)និយាយថា វាសំខាន់ជាងក្នុងការគតត តគៅគលើបញ្ហា នានា ដដល
របជាជនក្មពុជាកំ្ពុងដតរបឈមមុមនាគពលបចចុបបននគនោះ ជាជាង ការគោោះស្សាយឧរកិ្ដឋក្មម 
ដដលបានរបរពឹតតគោយពួក្ដមមររក្ហម។ ភាគរយដ៏សតួចគសតើងននអនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយ (5.8% 

សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 10.0% សរមាប់ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) ឆងល់
អំពីអពោរកឹ្តភាពរបស់តុលាការ។ ក្នុងចំគោមគនាោះ មូលគហតុចមបងដដលបានគលើក្
គឡើងគោយគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីដូចរន គនាោះគឺ គតើ



   xiv 

រោឋ ភិបាលមានឥទធិពលគលើអវតក្ និងការពនោរការជំនំុជរមោះឬយា៉ាងោ។ គដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណីក៏្បានគលើក្គឡើងអំពីបញ្ហា អំគពើពុក្រលួយ និងការកាត់គទស ឌុច ដដរ។ 

 អនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយដថលងថា របភពចមបងននព័ត៌មានអំពីអ.វ.ត.ក្ គឺរបព័នធផសពវផាយ គ លគឺ 
និងទូរទសសន៍ (46.9% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 59.2% សរមាប់តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) និង វទិយុ (45.6% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 67.5% សរមាប់
តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) និងសមាគមអាដហុក្ (31.0% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី និង 54.2% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)។ ភាគរយគួរសមននអនក្
ផតល់ចគមលើយ (60.2% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 78.3% សរមាប់តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) ចងែុលបង្ហា ញថា ពួក្គគបានគមើលក្មមវធីិអំពីអ.វ.ត.ក្ តាម 
ទូរទសសន៍។ ក្នុងចំគោមគនាោះ ក្មមវធីិ “ការជំនំុជរមោះគរឿងក្តី ឌុច” រតវូបានគលើក្គឡើង
ញឹក្ញាប់ជាងគគ (42.4% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 54.3% សរមាប់ តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)។ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីទំនងដថលងគរចើនជាងអំពីរបព័នធ
ផសពវផាយ គ លគឺទូរទសសន៍ និងវទិយុ គឺជារបភពព័ត៌មានដ៏ចមបងរបស់ពួក្គគអំពីអ.វ.ត.ក្ 
និងថា ពួក្គគបានគមើលក្មមវទីិទូរទសសន៍អំពីតុលាការ។ ភាគរយដ៍ធំននតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណីបានដថលងថា សមាគមអាដហុក្ ក៏្ជារបភពព័ត៌មានដ៏ចមបងអំពីតុលាការ។ 
លទធផលគលើក្គឡើងចុងគរកាយគនោះ គឺពំុមានអវីឲ្យភាា ក់្គផែើលគឡើយ គោយសារដតទំនាក់្
ទំនងជារបចំារបស់ពួក្គគជាមួយនឹងសមាគមអាដហុក្ ក្នុងនាមជាតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី។ 

 អនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយ (37.1% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 66.7% សរមាប់តំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) ដឹងថា ការកាត់គទសឲ្យជាប់ពនធនាររចំគ ោះ ឌុច សគរមចគោយ
អងគជំនំុជរមោះសាលាដំបូង គឺរយៈគពល៣៥ឆ្ន ំ។ គៅគពលសាក្សួរអំពីរយៈគពលដដល ឌុច 
រតូវជាប់ពនធនាររជាក់្ដសតង មាន ក់្ក្នុងចំគោមគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីរបំានាក់្ (20.7%) និង 
 ក់្ក្ោត លននតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (50.0%) ដថលងថា ការជាប់ពនធនាររ
ជាក់្ដសតងនឹងមានរបសិទធភាព១៨/១៩ឆ្ន ំ (ចគមលើយរតឹមរតវូ) ប៉ាុដនតគលើស ក់្ក្ោត លនន
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (56.8%) និងមួយភាគបីននតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (33.3%) ពំុ
មានផតល់ចគមលើយគទ។ គបើគធៀបនឹងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី
ទំនងនឹងផតល់ចគមលើយបានរតឹមរតូវជាង។  

 គៅគពលពិនិតយគៅគលើ ចំគណោះដឹងជាក់្ដសតងអំពីសំណំុគរឿង០០២ របស់អនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយ 
របមាណពីរភាគបីននគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (66.7%) និងភាគគរចើនគលើសលប់ននតំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (90.8%) ដឹងថា គមដឹក្នំាជាន់មពស់បួនរបូនឹងរតវូបានជំនំុជរមោះក្នុង
សំណំុគរឿង០០២ គៅចំគ ោះមុមអ.វ.ត.ក្  ។ របមាណ ក់្ក្ោត លនន គដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី និងភាគគរចើនននតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី អាចរបាប់គ ម្ ោះជនជាប់គចាទ
ទំងបួននាក់្ ក្នុងសំណំុគរឿង០០២ គោយរម នកំ្ហុស (43.9% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី និង 85.0% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) និង ភាគគរចើន (77.2% 

សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 90.8% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) ដឹង
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យា៉ាងតិចោស់មួយននឧរកិ្ដឋក្មម ដដលជនជាប់គចាទរតូវបានគចាទរបកាន់ ជាអាទិ៍ 
ឧរកិ្ដឋក្មមរបល័យពូជសាសន៍។ 

 គបើនិយាយអំពីការយល់ដឹង និងចំគណោះដឹងផលូវចាប់វញិ អនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយបានរបាប់គ ម្ ោះ
គមធ្លវតំីោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (55.1% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 80.8% 

សរមាប់ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) និងសហគមធ្លវនំីាមុមតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី (31.3% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 68.3% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី) ថាជាអនក្តំោងរបស់ពួក្គគគៅក្នុងបនទប់សវនាការ។ ជាមធយម អនក្ផតល់
ចគមលើយបានផតល់ ចគមលើយ រតឹមរតវូរហូតដល់៥ក្នុងចំគោមសំណួរទំង៧អំពីសិទធិរបស់
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី។ ជាទូគៅ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីមានចំគណោះដឹងគរចើន
ជាងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី  ក់្ព័នធនឹងជនជាប់គចាទ, ឧរកិ្ដឋក្មមដដលរតូវបានគចាទ, 
តំោងផលូវចាប់របស់ពួក្គគ និងសិទធិរបស់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី។ យា៉ាងោមិញ 
លទធផលបង្ហា ញថា ចំគណោះដឹងអំពីសំណំុគរឿង០០២ និងការយល់ដឹងដផនក្ចាប់អំពី
ដំគណើ រការនីតិវធីិ ចំាបាច់រតូវពរងឹងបដនថមសរមាប់ទំងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងទំង
តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី។ 

សំណង និងវធិ្លនការគរៅបគចចក្គទសតុលាការ 

 គសទើរដតអនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយទំងអស់ (97.6% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 97.5% សរមាប់ 
តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) ដថលងថា វាសំខាន់ោស់ដដលរតូវផតល់សំណងដល់
ជនរងគររោះននរបបដមមររក្ហម។ អនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយដថលងថា សំណងនឹងជួយសរមាល
ការឈឺចាប់ដផនក្សុមភាពផលូវចិតត និងផលូវកាយ (32.3% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 
44.2% សរមាប់ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) ក៏្ដូចជា ការ រការចងចំាអំពីឧរកិ្ដឋក្មម 
ដដលបានរបរពឹតត ក្នុងអំឡុងរបបដមមររក្ហម និងគលើក្កំ្ពស់ការយល់ដឹងដល់មនុសសជំនាន់
គរកាយ គដើមបកំុី្ឲ្យគភលចអំគពើគោរគៅទំងគនាោះ (33.3% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 
35.0% សរមាប់ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)។ អនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយបានបដនថមថា សំណង
នឹងផតល់យុតតិធម៌ដល់ជនរងគររោះ និងអនក្ដដលបានសាល ប់ក្នុងរបបគនាោះ (29.6% សរមាប់
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 21.7% សរមាប់ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) និងអាចជួយ
បគងកើនការទទួលបានការដថទំសុមភាព និងការអប់រសំរមាប់ជំនាន់គរកាយ (10.2% សរមាប់
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 10.0% សរមាប់ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)។ 

 គយាងតាមលក្ខនតិក្ៈរបស់អ.វ.ត.ក្ តុលាការអាចផតល់ដតសំណងជានិមិតតរបូ និង
សមូហភាពប៉ាុគោណ ោះ។  ក់្ព័នធនឹងរបគភទនន សំណងជានិមិតតរបូ និងសមូហភាព ភាគគរចើន
ននអនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយដថលងថា វមិានរឮំក្វញិ្ហញ ណមនធ ឬគចតិយ គួររតូវបានសាងសង់តាមគមតត
នីមួយៗ គដើមបរីឮំក្ដល់ជនរងគររោះ (56.5% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 76.7% 

សរមាប់ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)។ មតិគយាបល់បដនថមគទៀត រមួមាន គសវា
សុមភាព និងគសវាសុមភាពផលូវចិតត (23.5% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 39.2% 

សរមាប់ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) សារមនទីរ (15.0% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី 
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និង 47.5% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) និង ពិធីបុណយ ឬរពឹតតិការណ៍
សាធ្លរណៈសរមាប់អនក្ដដលបានសាល ប់ (24.8% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 17.5% 

សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី)។ គលើសពីមាន ក់្ក្នុងចំគោមដប់នាក់្ (13.9% 

សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 18.3% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) ចង់ឲ្យ
សាងសង់សាលាឆទនគៅតាមភូមិមលួន សរមាប់ជារបគយាជន៍ដល់មនុសសចាស់ និងអនក្
រកី្រក្។ អនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយចង់ឲ្យអនុវតតការផតល់សំណងគៅថាន ក់្ស្សុក្ (32.0% សរមាប់
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 57.5% សរមាប់ តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) និង គៅថាន ក់្
គមតត (33.7% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 44.2% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី) និងបនាទ ប់មក្ គៅថាន ក់្ភូមិ និង ំុ។ គរចើនជាងមាន ក់្ក្នុងចំគោមរបំានាក់្ 
(20.1% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 24.2% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី) 
ចង់គ ើញគគអនុវតតសំណងគៅទីតំាងរគតត សាក្សពរមួ។  

  ក់្ព័នធនឹង វធិ្លនការគរៅបគចចក្គទសតុលាការ អនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយភាគគរចើនដថលងថា ពួក្គគចង់
ជួយ និង/ឬចូលរមួវភិាគទន របសិនគបើមានគគរមាងតូចមួយរតវូបានអនុវតតក្នុងសហគមន៍
របស់ពួក្គគ (99% សរមាប់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង 98.3% សរមាប់តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី)។ 

 

 

អនសុាេន ៍ 
របាយការណ៍គនោះោក់្បញ្ចូ លនូវគមគរៀនដដលបានគរៀនសូរតពីការសិក្ាគនោះ និង

អនុសាសន៍នានា ដផែក្គលើគំគហើញពីការសិក្ា និងដផែក្គលើបទពិគសាធន៍របស់សមាគមអាដហុក្
ជាមួយនឹងការចូលរមួរបស់ជនរងគររោះ តំាងពីអ.វ.ត.ក្ចាប់គផតើមគបើក្ទវ រ។ 

ចំគ ោះ រគប់តំោង និងអនតរការទំីងអស់ ដដលគធវើការជាមួយគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី (ឧ. សមាគម
អាដហុក្, គគរមាងអំគពើហិងាផលូ វគភទ/អងគការរក្មុអនក្ចាប់ការ រសិទធិក្មពុជា, អងគភាពរំ រ
ជនរងគររោះ, គមធ្លវតំីោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងសហគមធ្លវនំីាមុមតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី) ៖ 

 រក្ាធនធ្លន និងកិ្ចចមិតមំរបឹងដរបង គដើមបផីសពវផាយ  ជូនដំណឹង អប់រ ំ និងរគប់រគង
ការរពឹំងទុក្ក្នុងចំគោមគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គោយគរបើរបាស់វធីិសាស្រសតពហុអនតរក្មម។ 
ចំគណោះដឹងអំពីតុលាការ និងការជំនំុជរមោះគៅមានក្រមិតទបគៅគឡើយ។ ឧទហរណ៍ មាន
ដតមួយភាគបីប៉ាុគោណ ោះននគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីដឹងអំពីការកាត់គទសចំគ ោះ ឌុច ក្នុង
សំណំុគរឿងទីមួយ និង ក់្ក្ោត លប៉ាុគោណ ោះដឹងថា នរោដដលតំោងឲ្យពួក្គគគៅគពល
ជំនំុជរមោះក្តី។ វធីិសាស្រសតអប់រ ំ រប់បញ្ចូ លទំងការរំរទដផនក្ភសតុភារ សរមាប់ការចូលរមួ, 
ការរបជំុ និងវគគបណតុ ោះបោត លគផសងៗ ក៏្ដូចជា សក្មមភាពដដលមានការចូលរមួ ដូចជា 
គគរមាងតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី, ការសនទនាសហគមន៍, តុលាការសដមតង ឬ 
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ក្មមវធីិវទិយុអនតរក្មម។ សក្មមភាពទំងគនោះគួរយក្ផលចំគណញពីឳកាសសំខាន់ៗក្នុងដំគណើ រ
ការអ.វ.ត.ក្ ដូចជា សាលរក្មសាថ ពរក្នុងសំណំុគរឿង០០២ និងបនតរហូតដល់គពលតុលាការ
អស់អាណតតិ និងគពលគរកាយហនឹងគទៀត។ 

 បគងកើតសក្មមភាពគៅគរៅសក្មមភាព ក់្ព័នធនឹងអ.វ.ត.ក្ គដើមបជួីយឲ្យយល់ដឹងអំពីមលឹមសារ
ននយុតតិធម៌, ការទទួលសាគ ល់, កិ្ចចសនទនា និងការតល ស់បតូរគយាបល់រន ។ ពំុមានគគរមាង
ចូលរមួោមួយនឹងបំគពញនូវរគប់ការរពឹំងទុក្របស់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងតំោង
គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីបានគទ។ សក្មមភាពអាច រប់បញ្ចូ លទំង ការសាងសង់ទីរឮំក្
វញិ្ហញ ណមនធក្នុងភូមិមួយ  របាប់គរឿងរ៉ា វរបស់មលួនគៅកាន់មនុសសជំនាក់្គរកាយ, ការផតល់
សក្ខីក្មម ឬ ការគធវើដផនការសាងសង់សារមនទីរមួយក្នុងសហគមន៍។ 

 បគងកើតនូវយនតការរបឹក្ាគយាបល់ ដដលមានលក្ខណៈរប់បញ្ចូ ល គដើមបរីបដមបរមូល និងគធវើ
ឲ្យរបួរមួនូវសំគឡងរបស់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី ក្នុង
វធិ្លនការផតល់សំណងដដលបានផតល់ជាអនុសាសន៍ គៅកាន់គៅរក្ម និងគរៀបចំវធិ្លនការ
គរៅបគចចក្គទសតុលាការជាទូគៅ។ យនតការក៏្គួរដតមានគៅហនឹងក្ដនលងផងដដរ គដើមបីធ្លនា
នូវការយល់ដឹងដបបគយនឌ័រអំពីសំណង និងការជួយរំរទដល់ជនរងគររោះ ក៏្ដូចជា 
តរមូវការក្នុងមូលោឋ ន ឬក្នុងតំបន់។   

ចំគ ោះគមធ្លវតំីោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី/សហគមធ្លវនំីាមុមតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង
អនតរការ ីដដលគធវើការជាមួយគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី៖ 

 ធ្លនាកំ្គណើ នទំនាក់្ទំនង និងការដចក្រដំលក្ព័ត៌មានរវាងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និងគមធ្លវ ី
គោយតទ ល់ ឬតាមរយៈអងគការអនតរការ។ី ជាញឹក្ញាប់ ព័ត៌មានទក់្ទិននឹងអ.វ.ត.ក្ មាន
លក្ខណៈសមុគសាម ញ និងពិបាក្នឹងយល់ សរមាប់របជាពលរដឋក្មពុជាសាមញ្ញ។ គមធ្លវ ី
តំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីជាតួអងគគនលឹោះ ក្នុងការពនយល់គរលគំនិតពិបាក្ៗ និងបញ្ជូ ន
ព័ត៌មានគៅឲ្យគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី។ ក្នុងនាមជាអនក្តំោងដផនក្ចាប់របស់គដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណី ពួក្គគក៏្នឹងទទួលអតថរបគយាជន៍ពីការដឹង និងយល់អំពីផលរបគយាជន៍របស់
កូ្នក្តីមលួនដដរ។ គមធ្លវតំីោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គួរសរមបសរមួលជាមួយអងគការ
អនតរការ ី និង/ឬតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គដើមប ី បគងកើនក្រមិតទំនាក់្ទំនងរបស់ពួក្គគ
ជាមួយ គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី។ គនោះនឹងជួយបគងកើនទំងការយល់ដឹងរបស់គដើមបណតឹ ង
រដឋបបគវណីអំពីកិ្ចចដំគណើ រការនីតិវធីិរបស់អ.វ.ត.ក្ និងទំងចំគណោះដឹងរបស់គមធ្លវអំីពី
ផលរបគយាជន៍របស់កូ្នក្តីមលួន។  

ចំគ ោះគមធ្លវតំីោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង សហគមធ្លវនំីាមុមតំោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី៖ 

 ចូលរមួយា៉ាងសក្មម និង ទក់្ទងកូ្នក្តី និងគឆលើយតបគៅនឹងតរមវូការ និងការចង់បានរបស់
កូ្នក្តី។ អនក្ផតល់ចគមលើយមួយចំនួនប៉ាុគោណ ោះអាចរបាប់គ ម្ ោះគមធ្លវជីាតិ និងអនតរជាតិរបស់
មលួន គហើយជាគរចើននាក់្បង្ហា ញថា ពួក្គគមានអារមមណ៍ថា ទទួលបានការរំរទមួយចំដណក្
ប៉ាុគោណ ោះពីគមធ្លវមីលួន។ គមធ្លវអីាចដក្តរមូវបញ្ហា គនោះ គោយរោិះរក្មគធោបាយរបក្បគោយ
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ការនចនរបឌិត ក្នុងការទក់្ទងជាមួយគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី។ ឧទហរណ៍ គមធ្លវ ីអាចដចក្ 
នាមប័ណណគៅដល់គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី ដដលក្នុងគនាោះមាន  គ ម្ ោះ និងរបូថតគមធ្លវ ីនិង
ប័ណណរបស់គមធ្លវផីង គដើមបីឲ្យពួក្គគង្ហយស្សួលចំោំ។  

 បគងកើតសារចាស់ៗអំពីដំគណើ រការននការជំនំុជរមោះ និងយនតការទំនាក់្ទំនងពីរផលូវ (ឧ. សារ
សំគឡង, សារជាអក្សរ) គដើមបីអនុញ្ហញ តឲ្យគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណីសួរសំណួរតទ ល់។ 
ផសពវផាយសារទំងគនាោះតាមរយៈបោត ញអងគការអនតរការ ី គោយគរបើរបាស់សារសំគឡង, 
របូភាព, ឬសារជាអក្សរសាមញ្ញៗ ជាមួយនឹងរបូភាព។ 
 

ចំគ ោះ អ.វ.ត.ក្ ៖ 

 ផតល់បចចុបបននភាពដដលមានតមាល ភាពឲ្យអងគការមិនដមនរោឋ ភិបាល, គដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី 
និងសាធ្លរណជនអំពីអនាគតននការជំនំុជរមោះ។ ដំគណើ រការឲ្យបានទន់គពលគវលា និង
មានតមាល ភាព ជាមួយនឹងកិ្ចចមិតមំរបឹងដរបងបគងកើតឲ្យមានការរបាស្ស័យទក់្ទងគបើក្ចំហ 
ជាមួយនឹងអងគការសងគមសីុវលិ អំពីសំណំុគរឿងបចចុបបនន និង ឧទហរណ៍ លទធភាពនន
ការជំនំុជរមោះតូចៗបដនថមគទៀត។ 

 បគងកើតនូវយនតការទំនាក់្ទំនងតុលាការ-សងគមសីុវលិដ៏ចាស់លាស់មួយ ជាមួយនឹងមន្រនតីមាន ក់្ 
ដដលទទួលការង្ហរសរមបសរមួល និងគធវើសហរបតិបតតិការជាមួយសងគមសីុវលិ, អនតរការ ី
និងតុលាការតាមរយៈការរបាស្ស័យទក់្ទងជារបចំា និងបគងកើតនូវសារសរមាប់ចុោះផសពវ
ផាយដ៏ចាស់លាស់ និងស្សបរន មួយ សរមាប់ផសពវផាយគៅគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី និង
របជាពលរដឋក្មពុជាទូគៅ។ 

 គរៀបចំសារ ដដលមានលក្ខណៈរបព័នធ, ស្សបរន  និងចាស់លាស់មួយ  ក់្ព័នធនឹងសំណង 
និងលទធផលរពឹំងទុក្ជាក់្ដសតងរបស់វា គោយមានកិ្ចចសហរបតិបតតិការជាមួយអងគការ
អនតរការ ី និងគមធ្លវតំីោងគដើមបណតឹ ងរដឋបបគវណី គដើមបរីគប់រគងការរពឹំងទុក្ និង
គជៀសវាងនូវគសចក្តីស្សង្ហក្ចិតត និងគសចក្តីមក្ចិតតគរកាយពីអ.វ.ត.ក្ អស់អាណតតិ។ 
 

ចំគ ោះរជរោឋ ភិបាលក្មពុជា ៖ 

 គធវើការគដើមបបីគងកើត និងធ្លនានូវគក្រតំដណលរបស់អ.វ.ត.ក្ ពិគសស ក់្ព័នធនឹងការគផទរ
បទពិគសាធន៍គៅអ.វ.ត.ក្ននការចូលរមួរបស់ជនរងគររោះ និងការរំរទដល់របព័នធតុលាការ
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INTRODUCTION 

In November 2011, the Extraordinary Chamber in the Courts of Cambodia‟s (ECCC) Trial Chamber began 

hearing evidence in a complex case against three former top ranking Khmer Rouge leaders, Nuon Chea, Ieng 

Sary, and Khieu Samphan. This is the second trial held at the ECCC in an effort to bring justice to the victims of 

the Khmer Rouge regime, nearly 30 years after the violence. The ECCC is one of the rare efforts at securing 

criminal accountability for mass atrocities that allows victims of the alleged crimes to participate directly in the 

proceedings as Civil Parties.  

While the first trial at the ECCC included less than 100 Civil Parties, an unprecedented large number of 

Cambodians (nearly 4,000) participate as Civil Parties in this second case (Case 002). The Cambodian Human 

Rights and Development Association (French acronym: ADHOC) acts as the intermediary organisation for more 

than 1,700 of the Civil Parties admitted in Case 002, providing assistance for their participation in the ECCC‟s 

legal proceedings. 

Such a large number of participants poses great challenges to the Court, lawyers and NGOs alike, as Civil Party 

legal representative have the right to question witness, experts, and the accused, resulting in lengthy 

procedures.
1
  In an attempt to consolidate the effective participation of victims, and considering the limited 

resources available for victims‟ representation, ADHOC established a Civil Party Representative (CPR) scheme, 

to facilitate a two-way communication process between ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties, their lawyers, and the 

Court. ADHOC‟s CPR scheme includes 122 Civil Party Representatives acting as the focal point and link 

between the majority of the ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties, their lawyers, ADHOC staff, and the Court. 

This study is the first of a series that will monitor and evaluate this Civil Party Representatives scheme, and 

more broadly the process of Civil Party participation at the ECCC, to ensure that the rights, opinions, and 

expectations of individual victims are respected and taken into account. Results of this study may also generate 

ideas for the involvement of large numbers of victims in other international and hybrid courts set up to deal with 

mass atrocities.   

Objectives of the Study 

The specific objective of this baseline study was to examine, among Civil Parties assisted by ADHOC in Case 

002: (1) their awareness, knowledge and attitudes of the ECCC; (2) their perceptions and expectations about 

justice; and (3) their expectations in regards to collective and moral reparations. The results inform the on-going 

monitoring and evaluation of ADHOC‟s civil party representation scheme.  

This paper begins with a background which provides context to the ADHOC Civil Party scheme. This consists 

of a brief presentation of the evolution of the ECCC and its victim participation scheme. Next, there is a brief 

explanation of the methodology of the survey followed by the survey results. The final section presents lessons 

learned and general recommendations. Overall, the study contributes to a base understanding of Civil Part 

participation in the ECCC proceedings and provides a guide for ADHOC, and other relevant entities, to adjust 

the structure and implementation of Civil Party schemes, related advocacy programs, and funding.   

 

                                                           
1 Werner, A., and D. Rudy, “Civil Party Representation at the ECCC: Sounding the Retreat in International Criminal Law?” 

Northwestern Journal of International Human Rights 8(3) (2010): 301–9. 
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BACKGROUND 

ECCC and victims’ participation 

The prosecution of crimes of mass atrocity has gained increasing attention in the international community as a 

means to address widespread and large-scale human rights abuses and their aftermath. Regarded as an obligation 

under international law,
2
 the primary aim of prosecution is to hold responsible those individuals who have 

committed massive human rights abuses, to end impunity, and consequently, to deliver justice to the victims 

who have suffered from the atrocities committed. In cases where national institutions are either incapable or 

unwilling to accomplish these goals independently, the international community may become involved in 

establishing appropriate mechanisms. 

In the wake of the wide spread atrocities committed by the Khmer Rouge regime from 1975-79, victims in 

Cambodia demanded justice. Out of a population of 7 million, scholars estimate that from 1.1 to 2.1 million 

people died from torture, summary executions, forced labour, starvation or illness.
3
 However, it was not until 

more than 25 years later that the Extraordinary Chamber in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC), an in-country 

hybrid court, was jointly established by the Royal Government of Cambodia and the United Nations not only to 

prosecute senior leaders and those most responsible for the atrocities, but also to support the reconciliation 

process.
4
 

Although a hybrid-court with integrated international staff and mandates, the ECCC is part of the Cambodian 

Court system. It uses Cambodian criminal laws and procedure, which are derived from the French civil law 

tradition, but also incorporates and is supplemented by international law.
5
 In accordance with the civil law 

tradition, the court allows for the participation of victims in the court proceedings as Civil Parties. 

With the exception of the International Criminal Court (ICC) and the Special Tribunal for Lebanon (STL), 

victim participation has been rather limited in other internationalized tribunals.
6
 Previously, focus had been 

placed predominantly on retributive justice elements, with greater concern for compliance with rule of law, the 

                                                           
2 Diane Orentlicher, “Settling Accounts: The Duty to Prosecute Human Rights Violation of Prior Regime,” Yale Law Journal 

no. 100 (1991): 2537-2615. 
3 See David Chandler, Ben Kiernan and Boua Chanthou, Pol Pot Plans the Future (Connecticut: Yale University Southeast 

Asia Studies, 1988), 236; and Ben Kiernan, The Pol Pot Regime (Connecticut: Yale University Press, 2002), 456. For a 

discussion and assessment of the broad range of casualty estimates, see Bruce Sharp, “Counting Hell: Beauty and Darkness 

in Cambodia in Modern History,” http://www.mekong.net/cambodia/deaths.htm#fn22, accessed August 2012. 
4 Agreement between the United Nations and the Royal Government of Cambodia Concerning the Prosecution under 

Cambodian Law of Crimes Committed during the Period of Democratic Kampuchea (July 2003, ratified October 19, 2004) 

(hereinafter “ECCC Agreement”), http://www.eccc.gov.kh/english/cabinet/agreement/5/ 

Agreement_between_UN_and_RGC.pdf, accessed August 2012.  
5 Article 33 (new), Law on the Establishment of Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia for the Prosecution of 

Crimes Committed During the Period of Democratic Kampuchea, 27 October 2004,  (hereinafter “ECCC Law”); Article 12, 

ECCC Agreement, http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/legal-

documents/KR_Law_as_amended_27_Oct_2004_Eng.pdf, accessed August 2012.  
6 For example, the ad hoc International Criminal Tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, as well as the Special 

Court for Sierra Leone and the Special Panels for East Timor, have no provision for victim participation.  See International 

Federation for Human Rights (FIDH), “Victims' Rights Before The International Criminal Court: A Guide for Victims, their 

Legal Representatives and NGOs”, The International Federation for Human Rights, (Paris: 2007), 

http://www.fidh.org/Victims-Rights-Before-the-International-Criminal, accessed August 2012. 

http://www.mekong.net/cambodia/deaths.htm#fn22
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/english/cabinet/agreement/5/Agreement_between_UN_and_RGC.pdf
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/english/cabinet/agreement/5/Agreement_between_UN_and_RGC.pdf
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/legal-documents/KR_Law_as_amended_27_Oct_2004_Eng.pdf
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/legal-documents/KR_Law_as_amended_27_Oct_2004_Eng.pdf
https://owa.giz.de/owa/redir.aspx?C=965c064cff274f3a971348bdfd594d9d&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.fidh.org%2fVictims-Rights-Before-the-International-Criminal
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rights of the accused, and fair trial proceedings. However, these criminal tribunals mostly “failed to provide a 

significant progress in the recognition of victims.”
7
 

These shortcomings, and the burgeoning advocacy for a more victim-centred approach, were formally 

acknowledged by the international community in the establishment of the first permanent international criminal 

court. By successfully incorporating victims‟ rights into the Rome Statute, the International Criminal Court 

(ICC)
8
 acknowledges victims as key stakeholders in the judicial process and affords them the right to participate 

in the proceedings and to claim reparations awards.
9
 

The ECCC allows victims to participate in its proceedings as Civil Parties or complainants. As such, victim 

participation at the ECCC provides a unique opportunity to initiate a more victim-oriented process of justice in 

Cambodia, which, concurrently, is a means of combining traditional retributive justice with elements of 

restorative justice. Civil Parties share many of the same procedural rights afforded to the prosecution and the 

defence. They are also entitled to legal representation and may seek moral and collective reparations. Pursuant 

to the ECCC Internal Rules, their role is to participate by supporting the prosecution.
10

 In addition to the 

possibility of becoming Civil Parties, victims may participate in the proceedings by becoming complainants. In 

this role a victim submits, to the Co-Prosecutors, information related to the crimes within the jurisdiction of the 

court, and which have bearing on the case.
11

 They may be called as a witness to the court, but are not a party to 

the proceedings or eligible to seek reparations.  

The Victims Support Section (VSS) – the last unit to be fully operative after receiving funding from the German 

Foreign office in the end of 2008
12

 -
 
is responsible for facilitating victims‟ participation before the ECCC. Its 

mandate is to assist victims in filing complaints or Civil Party applications, to assist and support Civil Parties 

and complainants‟ attendance in court proceedings, and to conduct outreach activities to provide general 

information in particular to Civil Parties.
13

 

Case 001, the first case to be tried in the ECCC, was brought against Kaing Guek Eav, alias Duch, the former 

chief of the torture prison S-21. This marked the first internationalized criminal trial in which victims joined the 

criminal proceedings as Civil Parties. Ninety
14

 Civil Parties or Civil Party applicants participated in the trial. 

They were represented by four groups of lawyers including at least one international and one national lawyer per 

                                                           
7 Christine Evans, “Reparations for Victims in International Criminal Law”, in Online Festschrift in honour of Katarina 

Tomaševski (Raoul Wallenberg Institute, 2011), http://rwi.lu.se/what-we-do/academic activities/publications/tomasevski/, 

accessed July 2012. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Article 68(3), Rome Statute. See also Articles 17 and 25, Statute of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon, allowing victims‟ 

participation. 
10 Rule 23(1), ECCC Internal Rules (Rev 8), as revised on 3 August 2011 (hereinafter “ECCC Internal Rules”), 

http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/legal-documents/ECCC%20Internal%20Rules%20(Rev.8)%20English.pdf, 

accessed August 2012.  
11 The ECCC is a hybrid court composed of Cambodian and international professionals. The Office of the Prosecution and 

the Office of the Investigating Judges are both co-headed by one Cambodian national and one foreigner. For details on the 

organizational chart of the ECCC, see http://www.unakrt-online.org/02_court.htm.  
12 “Media Alert on Signing Ceremony of German Contribution,” ECCC press release, November 6, 2008, 

www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/media/Media_Alert_German_contribution-En.pdf, accessed August 2012. 
13 Rule 12bis (1), ECCC Internal Rules. 
14 Initially, there were 94 civil parties or Civil Party applicants. Subsequently, one application was denied and three people 

withdrew from the process. The Trial Chamber recognized 66 participants as Civil Parties. The Supreme Court Chamber 

granted Civil Party status to ten additional applicants increasing the number of Case 001 Civil Parties to 76 out of the 90 

original applicants. See Duch Judgement, ECCC Trial Chamber, 001/18-07-2007/ECCC/TC, 26 July 2010, paras. 645 and 

650; http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/20100726_Judgement_Case_001_ENG_PUBLIC.pdf, 

accessed August 2012, and Duch Appeal Judgement, ECCC Supreme Court Chamber, 001/18-07-2007/ECCC/SC, 3 

February 2012, para. 537ff, 

http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/Case%20001AppealJudgementEn.pdf, accessed September 

2012. 

http://rwi.lu.se/what-we-do/academic%20activities/publications/tomasevski/
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/legal-documents/ECCC%20Internal%20Rules%20(Rev.8)%20English.pdf
http://www.unakrt-online.org/02_court.htm
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/media/Media_Alert_German_contribution-En.pdf
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/20100726_Judgement_Case_001_ENG_PUBLIC.pdf
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/Case%20001AppealJudgementEn.pdf
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group.
15

 Victim‟s participation in the first trial proved challenging. On numerous occasions, the defence counsel 

argued that Civil Party lawyers (CPL) were acting as „prosecutors‟, challenging the principle of equality of 

arms.
16

 The beginning of the trial was overwhelmed by Civil Party lawyers‟ interventions resulting in the 

Chamber restricting the time they were permitted to intervene.
17

 In some instances, Civil Party lawyers 

presented opposing positions demonstrating a lack of coordination and „support‟ for the prosecution. 

In the course of the trial of Case 001, the rights of Civil Parties were increasingly curtailed. Civil Party lawyers 

requested to make submissions on provisional detentions and the Co-Prosecutor‟s opening statements and 

sentencing. These requests were all denied. Civil Parties themselves were not able to make opening statements 

at the beginning of the trial, a right granted to the Civil Parties at the ICC.
18

 Additionally, and on its own 

motion, the Trial Chamber excluded the CPLs from questioning experts who had examined the accused person 

and character witnesses. This was especially infuriating for Civil Parties spurring them to boycott the courtroom 

for a week.
19

  

The second trial, Case 002, is incredibly complex. It involves three aging defendants,
20

 Nuon Chea, Ieng Sary, 

and Khieu Samphan;
21

 three defence teams, and crimes that occurred across the country. These senior leaders of 

the Khmer Rouge regime are accused of crimes against humanity, grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 

1949, and genocide. As of January 2010, the Co-Investigating Judges had received nearly 4,000 Civil Parties 

applications.  

Beginning 2010, considering the magnitude of Case 002, the number of Civil Parties applications, as well as in 

an attempt to conform to efficient trial management, the judges designed a new concept of Civil Party 

participation. This „new‟ concept included the following changes: 

 The Co-Investigating Judges were charged with vetting Civil Party applications ensuring that Civil 

Party admissibility will be determined prior to the beginning of the trial;
22

 

                                                           
15 “List of Legal Teams Case 001”, ECCC VSS website, www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/List_of_Legal_Teams_001.pdf, 

accessed August 2012. 
16 KRT Trial Monitor, Reports No. 7 (week ending 31 May 2009), 9 (week ending 21 June 2009), and 21 (week ending 21 

September 2009). 
17 Michelle Staggs Kelsall et al., “Lessons Learned from the Duch‟s Trial: A Comprehensive Review of the First Case before 

the ECCC,” Report produced by The Asian International Justice Initiative‟s KRT Trial Monitoring Group (Phnom Penh: 

December 2009) 28. 
18 Ibid., 31-32. 
19 For discussion about the participation of Case 001 Civil parties at the ECCC, see Phuong N. Pham et al. “Victim 

Participation in Duch‟s Trial at the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia,” Journal of Human Rights Practice 

no. 3, vol. 3 (2011): 264-287. 
20 On the eve of the second trial, the Trial Chamber found Ieng Thirith, former DK Minister of Social Affairs, unfit to stand 

trial. The Chamber ordered a stay of proceedings against her. The ECCC Supreme Court Chamber overturned the Trial 

Chamber‟s decision ordering Ieng Thirith‟s continued detention and additional medical treatment. ECCC document E138, 

“Trial Chamber Decision on Ieng Thirith‟s Fitness to Stand Trial,” November 17, 2011 

(www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/E138_EN.PDF, accessed August 2012, and ECCC document 

E138/1/7, “Supreme Court Chamber Decision on Immediate Appeal against Trial Chamber's Order to Release the Accused 

Ieng Thirith,” December 13, 2011, www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/E138_1_7_EN-1.PDF, accessed 

August 2012. On September 13, 2012, the Trial Chamber reaffirmed that Ieng Thirith was unfit to stand trial, and ordered 

the accused‟ release from detention. The Chamber also confirmed the severance of the charges and indefinitely stayed 

proceedings against her, see “Trial Chamber Decision on Reassessment of Ieng Thirith‟s Fitness to Stand Trial,” ECCC 

press release, 13 September 2012, http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/indicted-person/ieng-thirith/press-releases, accessed 

November 2012. 
21 Under the Khmer Rouge regime, Nuon Chea, also known as “Brother no. 2”, was second in command and Deputy 

Secretary of the Communist Party of Kampuchea; Ieng Sary, was Deputy Prime Minister for Foreign Affairs, and Khieu 

Samphan, was Head of State. The initial hearing started on June 27 2011. The substantive part of the trial commenced on 

November 21, 2011, see http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/case/topic/2, accessed August 2012.  
22 Previously, Civil Party applications could be vetted by the Office of the Co-Investigating Judges (OCIJ) or by the Trial 

Chamber, before or at trial. The OCIJ is now solely charged with vetting. For details on the previous Civil Party participation 

scheme see ECCC Internal Rules as of 12 June 2007, http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/documents/legal/internal-rules, accessed 

August 2012. 

http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/List_of_Legal_Teams_001.pdf
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/case/topic/2
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/documents/legal/internal-rules
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 All Civil Parties will be part of a single, consolidated group represented by two Co-lead lawyers, 

supported by Civil Party lawyers; 

 A single claim for collective and moral reparations will be formulated for all Civil Parties that 

comprised the single, consolidated group and; 

 The Victims Support Section (VSS) will be responsible for a new mandate entailing the development 

of non-judicial measures.
23

 

These amendments effectively recreated the participation mechanism before the ECCC. The new mechanism for 

vetting of Civil Party applications was an improvement. However, the inclusion of a single, consolidated group 

of Civil Parties represented by two Lead Co-Lawyers raised questions and presented new challenges. In the pre-

trial stage, a Civil Party had the right to be represented by counsel of his/her choice. Beginning at the trial stage 

(and beyond), all Civil Parties were required to form one consolidated group represented by the newly created 

body of Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers (CPLCL).
24 

The lawyers chosen by the Civil Parties, who still retain the 

power of attorney with their clients, are coordinated by the Lead-Co Lawyers and are to support them in 

submissions and examinations of their clients and witnesses.
25 

 This new mechanism, some have argued, is an 

adaption designed to align the victims‟ participation mechanism with that of the ICC, at the expense of eroding 

the legal meaning of a Civil Party and the extensive rights it entails in a civil judicial system.
26

 

Additionally, the recent consolidation of the CP lawyers under the CPLCL system poses further challenges in 

terms of attorney-client relations and provides no mechanism to resolve disputes between Lead Co-Lawyers and 

Civil Party lawyers.
27

 As such, many Civil Party lawyers believe the scheme requires further revision.  

With regard to reparations, the reinvented participation scheme allows for collective and moral reparations to be 

awarded (including a limited number of awards) if a single claim is made by the consolidated group. This claim 

must identify the harm suffered as a result of the crime committed by the convicted person and outline how the 

requested reparations will provide specific benefits to the Civil Parties to address this particular harm.
28

 The 

moral and collective nature of the reparations limits their potential scope. This is further constrained by the 

financial means of the accused or the lack thereof. To address this latter limitation, the ECCC Internal Rules 

were amended opening an additional avenue for the Civil Party reparations claim to be funded from other 

sources. Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers were permitted to request the Trial Chamber to recognize that specific 

reparations measures, which have been designed or identified in coordination with the Victims Support Section, 

are appropriate for implementation with external funding.
29

 This opens up the possibility for certain measures to 

be funded by donor contributions and developed in collaboration with governmental and non-governmental 

organizations, not only by the ECCC. 

                                                           
23 “7th Plenary Session of the ECCC Concludes,” ECCC press release, 9 February 2010, 

www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/media/Press_Release_Conclusion_7th_Plenary_Session_(ENG).pdf, accessed August 

2012. 
24 Rule 12ter, ECCC Internal Rules. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Andrew F. Diamond, “Victims Once Again?: Civil Party Participation before the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of 

Cambodia,” Rutgers Law Record no. 38 (2010-2011); see also Susana SáCouto, “Victim Participation at the International 

Criminal Court and the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia: A Feminist Project?,” American University, 

Washington College of Law Research Paper No. 2011-30 (2012). http://ssrn.com/abstract=1934320.  
27 For example, German lawyer Silke Studzinsky, who represents hundreds of Civil Parties, has voiced frustration over the 

rejection of her submissions on behalf of her clients which seemed to be lacking in justification. Speaking of the unrestricted 

power of the CPLCL, she said: “We have no body to complain to about whatever decision they take. We are fully in their 

hands. They do not have only a coordinating role, they decide which content is submitted and which is excluded. They have 

uncontrolled power.” Julia Wallace, “Losing Civil Parties in Cambodia,” International Justice Tribune, 18 January 2012, 

http://www.rnw.nl/international-justice/article/losing-civil-parties-cambodia, accessed August 13, 2012. 
28 Rule 23quinquies (1) (2), ECCC Internal Rules. 
29 Rule 23quinquies (3)b, ECCC Internal Rules.  

http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/media/Press_Release_Conclusion_7th_Plenary_Session_(ENG).pdf
https://owa.giz.de/owa/redir.aspx?C=965c064cff274f3a971348bdfd594d9d&URL=http%3a%2f%2fssrn.com%2fabstract%3d1934320
http://www.rnw.nl/international-justice/article/losing-civil-parties-cambodia
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Following the initial hearing on June 20 2011, the Trial Chamber requested more specifications on possible 

reparations awards sought by the Civil Party Lead-Co Lawyers.
30 

A special hearing was set on October 19, 2011 

to address Civil Party reparations claims. Subsequently, this provided the opportunity for the Civil Party Lead 

Co-Lawyers to “supplement, update and, remedy the initial specifications given at the Initial Hearing,”
31

 where 

appropriate. Accordingly, the Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers presented four categories of reparations representing 

ideas and needs expressed by the Civil Parties:
32

 

1. Remembrance and Memorialization (e.g. memorial day, stupas/monuments to pay tribute to the 

victims); 

2. Rehabilitation and Health Services (e.g. mental health services); 

3. Documentation and Education; (e.g. preservation of Khmer Rouge documents; museums and libraries); 

4. Other projects (activities aimed at assisting specific victim groups such as those subjected to forced 

marriage, Cham Muslims, or Vietnamese-Cambodians forcibly deported from Cambodia by the Khmer 

Rouge). 

The amendments of the internal rules on the reparations mandate give hope that collective measures will be 

granted in future judgements.
33

 They also give the VSS a unique opportunity to develop and implement non-

judicial measures for the broader interest of the victims in collaboration with governmental and non-

governmental organizations.
34

 Other legal decisions are also liable to affect reparations. To speed up 

proceedings, and considering the advanced age of the accused, the Trial Chamber ordered the severance of the 

Case 002 into several sub-trials. The first sub-trial in Case 002 (Case 002/001) commenced on November 21, 

2011. Its scope is limited to forced movements of the population, Phases I and II, and related crimes against 

humanity, as well as to the structure of Democratic Kampuchea (DK),
35

 and the role of each accused before and 

during the DK regime.
36

 Thus far, the Trial Chamber‟s stance remains unclear as to whether this limited scope 

of the first trial will have an impact on the nature of the reparations, since the consolidated group will need to 

prove the harm and demonstrate the possible benefits provided by the reparations should they be awarded.  

With both mandates - reparations and non-judicial measures - the hopes and expectations of the Civil Parties and 

key stakeholders are high that at least some projects acknowledging the crimes committed by the Khmer Rouge, 

addressing the suffering of the victims, and leaving a positive legacy for the victims will be realized and 

implemented. These mandates are of prime importance to ADHOC. Reparations and non-judicial measures are 

key topics during CPRs trainings and CPs district meetings. 

                                                           
30 ECCC Document E125, “Trial Chamber Memorandum: Initial Specification of the Substance of Reparations Awards 

Sought by the Civil Party Lead-Co-Lawyers pursuant to Internal Rule 23quinquies (3),” September 23, 2011, 

http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/E125_EN.PDF, accessed August 2012.  
31 Ibid., 3. 
32 ECCC Document E125/2, “Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers Initial Specifications of the Substance of the Awards that the 

Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers Intend to Seek – Hearing of 19 October 2011,” March 12, 2012, para. 55ff, 

http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/E125_EN.PDF, accessed August 2012. 
33 The Case 001 judgements by both the Trial Chamber and the Supreme Court Chamber limited reparations to compile all 

statements of apology and acknowledgement of responsibility by Duch during the trial including the appeal stage to post in 

on the ECCC website (see Duch Trial Judgement, para. 683; Duch Appeal Judgement). 
34 Rule 12bis (3), ECCC Internal Rules. 
35 Democratic Kampuchea refers to the Khmer Rouge regime. 
36 See ECCC Document D427, “Closing Order Case 002,” 002/19-09-2007-ECCC-OCIJ, 15 September 2010; Phase I 

(Movement of the Population from Phnom Penh), para. 221; Phase 2 (Movement of the Population from the Central (Old 

North, Southwest, West and East Zones), para. 262, 

http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/D427Eng.pdf, accessed August 2012. See also Document 

E124, “Severance Order Pursuant to Internal Rule 89ter,” 22 September 2011, paras. 1 and 5, 

http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/E124_EN.PDF, accessed August 2012. 

http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/E125_EN.PDF
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/E125_EN.PDF
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/D427Eng.pdf
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/sites/default/files/documents/courtdoc/E124_EN.PDF
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As of June 2011, nearly 4,000 Civil Parties were admitted
37

 and around 38 national and international Civil Party 

lawyers are representing clients on diverse issues including forced marriage, genocide on the Cham and 

Vietnamese, and Diaspora cases.
 38

 Case 002/001 must set out to fulfil not only the court‟s main mandate –

prosecution- but also some of the victims‟ needs and hopes. In the special hearing on reparations, CPLCL 

Simmoneau-Fort rightly referred to the ICC Pre-Trial Chamber Judgement in the case of Prosecutor v Lubanga 

Dyilo, stating that “the success of the Court is, to some extent, linked to the success of its reparations 

mandate.”
39

 

Regardless of the challenges that remain, the ECCC victim participation scheme is innovative. It makes 

significant headway towards providing victims a certain level of partnership with  international criminal 

tribunals. Nevertheless, it is important to accurately assess and understand the impact and efficacy of the current 

ECCC victim participation scheme. Only this will provide the understanding to inform its improvement in the 

future and by extension its legacy. In general, the experience of the ECCC reinforces the lessons learned but not 

always heeded from the ICC.  

Bearing this in mind, the evaluation of the ECCC participation scheme takes on further significance as it offers a 

guide for future tribunals‟ victim participation mechanisms. The experience of the ECCC demonstrates the 

changes and accommodations which could be made in order to accommodate large numbers of Civil Party 

participants. The experience of the CP participation scheme in Cambodia also offers a critical example of how 

victim participation can work in an evolving environment that challenges and scrutinizes the role of Civil Parties 

at every step of its implementation. .  

ADHOC activities Case 001 - Case 002 

The ECCC victim participation scheme formulates the legal basis under which victims participate in its 

proceedings as Civil Parties, and seek reparations. Cambodian civil society organizations are preoccupied with 

engaging victims into the ECCC proceedings, and with making sure that their participation is meaningful.  

In Case 001, because of the small number of Civil Parties, ADHOC was able to organize regular meetings 

during which Civil Party lawyers would provide accurate and continuous information about the case. This 

facilitated Case 001 ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties to make informed decisions and act on their legal options 

(e.g., to give their views on legal matters, to ask questions to the accused or witnesses through their lawyers, to 

testify). In Case 002, the sheer number of Civil Parties, compounded with limited resources to support their 

participation, raises difficulties in informing Civil Parties about the case on a regular basis and/or for a 

substantial proportion of Civil Parties to testify or question witnesses through their lawyers. Taking these 

limitations into consideration, the Cambodian Human Rights and Development Association came up with an 

innovative approach, the Civil Party Representative scheme, to facilitate active and meaningful participation 

among the Civil Parties. 

ADHOC has been involved from the beginning in the long process of advocating for the establishment of a 

Khmer Rouge tribunal (KRT) to bring the former senior leaders and most responsible of the Khmer Rouge to 

                                                           
37 In September 2010, at the time of the Closing Order, the Office of the Investigating Judges recognized 2,124 applicants as 

Civil Party. In June 2011, the Pre-Trial Chamber granted Civil Party status to an additional 1,728 applicants. The number of 

Civil Parties is now 3,866 taking into consideration duplications and deaths. See ECCC Court Report, Issue 29 September 

2010, p. 4, http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/publication/court-report-september-2010, accessed August 2012; D411/3/6, Decision 

on Appeals against Orders of the Co-Investigating Judges on the Admissibility of Civil Party Applications, 24 June 2011, 

http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/document/court/decision-appeals-against-orders-co-investigating-judges-admissibility-civil-

party-app, accessed August 2012; “Victims: We Receive Some Justice by Becoming Civil Parties”, ECCC website, 2 August 

2011, http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/articles/victims-we-receive-some-justice-becoming-civil-parties , accessed August 2012.  
38 The majority of the Civil Party Lawyers are working pro bono with limited funding to meet with clients. Contacts between 

CPs and their lawyers are mostly provided through civil society involved in Khmer Rouge Tribunal projects.   
39 See Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, ICC Pre-Trial Chamber I, Decision no. ICC-01/04-01/06-8 (24 February 2006), 

para. 136. 

http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/publication/court-report-september-2010
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/document/court/decision-appeals-against-orders-co-investigating-judges-admissibility-civil-party-app
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/document/court/decision-appeals-against-orders-co-investigating-judges-admissibility-civil-party-app
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/en/articles/victims-we-receive-some-justice-becoming-civil-parties
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justice. With the establishment of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia in 2006, ADHOC 

started a nationwide outreach campaign to inform the population about this tribunal. In almost three years more 

than 100,000 Cambodian citizens have been reached.
40

 During this time ADHOC informed the population about 

the possibility to apply as a Civil Party before the ECCC. With the assistance of ADHOC, 1,827 people 

submitted an application as Civil Party to the Victims Support Section. In the end almost all applicants were 

admitted as Civil Party, which meant that almost 50%
41

 of the Civil Parties in Case 002 have either chosen 

ADHOC as their intermediary organization or have received assistance from ADHOC in order to participate in 

the ECCC‟s legal proceedings.
42

 

For logistical reasons, ADHOC has divided the 24 Cambodian provinces into six regional hubs.
43

 Each hub is 

covered by one member of ADHOC‟s provincial staff who is responsible for implementing project activities in 

the provinces. This nationwide engagement resulted in ADHOC being the only intermediary who provides 

assistance to Civil Parties in Cambodia‟s most remote provinces of Rattanakiri, Mondulkiri and Oddar 

Meanchey.
44

 

In consideration of the high number of Civil Parties, ADHOC re-focused its projects to allow for meaningful 

participation of Civil Parties before the ECCC in Case 002, establishing the Civil Party Representative 

scheme. This scheme involved solely ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties, and is independent from the court, 

administratively and logistically.
45

 

The general goals of the project are to facilitate and foster civic engagement, and empower the project 

beneficiaries. The immediate objectives are to increase participation of Civil Parties in the ECCC proceedings, 

and to develop a comprehensive understanding and knowledge of the current ECCC Case 002 proceedings 

among 122 Civil Party Representatives (CPRs), who, in turn, share their knowledge with the remaining 

ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties. Facilitating and fostering civic engagement and empowerment of the Civil 

Parties is an additional goal. ADHOC project staff is working closely with the Civil Party Representatives and 

are contact persons for both CPRs and CPs. 

A Civil Party Representative does not legally represent or speak on behalf of Civil Parties, but rather acts as the 

nexus or focal point between Civil Parties, the court and the lawyers to ensure that Civil Parties are provided 

with sufficient information and are regularly updated on the latest developments in the ECCC Case 002.
46

 They 

facilitate communication between victims, ADHOC project staff, their respective Civil Party lawyers and the 

ECCC itself as well as among individual victims. The CPRs have been either “elected” by other Civil Parties or 

appointed by ADHOC from among the Civil Parties in a particular geographical area. CPRs were mostly elected 

during ADHOC regional meetings held in the beginning of 2010. The “election” was a two-step process: Civil 

Parties volunteered to be a CPR then their fellow Civil Parties accepted them as their representative. 

Subsequently however, some CPRs, challenged by their CPR tasks, were replaced by ADHOC-appointed CPRs. 

There are no specific criteria to become a CPR except that they must be accepted as such by other Civil Parties. 

                                                           
40 Michaela Raab and J. Poluda, “Justice for the Survivors and for Future Generations - ADHOCs ECCC/ICC Justice Project 

Dec. 2006 until March 2010 Evaluation Report” (Phnom Penh: March 2010). 
41 As of June 2011, 1791 ADHOC-assisted applicants were recognized as Civil Parties and are part of ADHOC Civil Party 

support scheme. Out of the 1827 submitted Civil Party applications, some applications were double and some applicants 

passed away. 
42 An overview of submitted Civil Party applications by intermediary organizations was distributed in a meeting with the 

ECCC Victims Support Section. See ECCC Victims Support Section Progress Report, 25 June 2010.  
43 To the exception of Phnom Penh and Kampong Speu, each staff covers four provinces. The person in Kampong Speu has 

three provinces. Phnom Penh is not part of the hubs and is serviced by ADHOC Headquarter. 
44 Civil Party applications submitted to the VSS in these provinces were forwarded and collected by ADHOC. In each of 

these provinces, people recognized as Civil Party by the office of the Co-Investigating Judges were ADHOC assisted civil 

parties. 
45 Several other organisations are assisting Civil Parties. These include the Cambodian Defenders Project (CDP), Legal Aid 

of Cambodia (LAC), and Avocats Sans Frontieres (ASF). 
46 The CDP Gender-based violence project has a similar concept of focal points. 
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To ensure accurate dissemination of information by the CPRs to the CPs, ADHOC has organized trainings
47

 to 

provide basic legal knowledge and enhance their understanding of topics such as fair trial rights, Civil Party 

rights before the ECCC, and the legal framework of the ECCC. From the inception of the program up to the 

time of this survey, CPRs have received about four days of training. Additionally, the CPRs are attending ECCC 

proceedings in Case 002/001 on a frequent basis, and meet with Civil Party lawyers before and after the 

proceedings, to get answers to their questions and to understand and clarify the content of the current 

proceedings.  

CPRs use different means to transmit information to CPs. These include individual meetings, phone calls, and 

group meetings or district meetings. Every three months, Civil Parties are invited to participate in half day Civil 

Party district meetings in their area to get information about developments in Case 002 and convey basic legal 

understanding. These meetings are also an opportunity for exchange among the survivors. Finally, in addition to 

informing each other through these channels, ADHOC has organised nationwide Civil Party district meetings. 

These meetings serve as a platform for CPRs and Civil Parties to exchange information, and provide an 

opportunity to update all Civil Parties on current developments at the ECCC.
48

 

The CPRs scheme has engaged a large number of ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties in Case 002 proceedings who 

would have been otherwise sidelined. Additionally, it is expected that the CPRs, and to a lesser extent the CPs, 

will also gain a better understanding of the legal principles that underlined the work of the ECCC. Ultimately, it 

is hoped that this knowledge could translate into a better understanding of the concepts of rule of law and 

democratic institutions that can be used in their communities and in the Cambodian society. Nonetheless, the 

CPRs scheme still has its challenges and limitations. First, the large number of Civil Parties renders it difficult 

to ensure that all, or at least a majority, will be reached regularly and effectively. Second, the scheme is based 

on dissemination of information and contacts. ADHOC gets its information from the ECCC or other sources 

(e.g. Civil Party lawyers, experts/consultants or trainings), trains the CPRs who, in turn, transmit the information 

to the CPs. However, like the telephone game, dissemination of information through several people can result in 

information content modifications. The accuracy of the information is dependent on how people understand it 

and are able to transmit it. This is further exacerbated by several factors. Legal language and vocabulary is often 

foreign to ordinary Cambodians and, thus, difficult to understand and relate to for the CPRs and the CPs. CPRs 

have a broad range of education and knowledge levels that could influence their understanding and ability to 

transmit the information. Finally, CPRs‟ own perception or expectations of the justice system could also affect 

understanding and transmission of information.  

Third, there is a limited number of experienced ADHOC staff to support the CPRs. As a result, they do not 

always have the time and skills needed to adequately reinforce CPRs work. Fourth, all CPRs are volunteers. 

Nevertheless, their role requires contacting CPs and organizing meetings and, thus, points out to the needs for 

reimbursement of associated expenses such as prepaid mobile phone cards and travel allowances. ADHOC 

provides some financial reimbursement of expenses but the limited budget makes it difficult to guarantee regular 

contacts with CPs. All these elements hamper the possibility of ensuring a comprehensive and sustainable 

project that would maximize capacity building and buttress CPRs and CPs.  

                                                           
47 At the time of the survey, Civil Party Representatives had attended a total of four days of training. The first training rounds 

were conducted in November and December 2010. CPRs attended two-day training either in Kampot, Kampong Cham, 

Pursat or Siem Reap. This training was followed by 2-day training in March 17 -18, 2011 in Phnom Penh. (ADHOC KRT 

Justice Project, “Annual Project Report 2010 to OxfamNovib” and “Annual Project Report 2011 to OxfamNovib”, see 

Annex V ADHOC District Meetings). 
48 Essentially, eight rounds of Civil Party meetings are planned during the course of the project from 2010 to 2012. One 

round consists of 50 nationwide meetings over a time span of three months. The average participant‟s number at one meeting 

is around 35 (Annual Project Report 2011 to OxfamNovib, Annex V ADHOC District Meetings). 
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METHODOLOGY 

In Case 002, ADHOC assists nearly half of all admitted Civil Parties. Specifically, at the time of the closing 

order in September 2010, ADHOC assisted 1,058 out of 2,124 admitted Civil Parties. The number of ADHOC-

assisted Civil Parties increased to 1,791 in June 2011, when the Pre-Trial Chamber admitted additional 

applicants. For logistical reasons, the present study focuses on ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties as of May 2011, 

thus a total number of 1,058 ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties in Case 002, or 49.3% of the total number of Civil 

Parties prior the ECCC Pre-Trial Chamber‟s ruling. Out of this number, 122 were subsequently appointed as 

Civil Party Representatives.  

The sampling for this survey was done in two phases. In phase 1, a total of 422 Civil Parties were selected based 

on the following process. The list of 1058 ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties was first divided in two groups: 1) 

CPRs and 2) Civil Parties. All CPRs were invited to be part of the study. Then among a comprehensive list of 

the remaining 936 ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties as of May 2011, 300 Civil Parties were randomly selected. 
 

ADHOC invited respondents to be interviewed and get information about the ECCC at 23 meetings points, 

ADHOC office or a pagoda, across the country. Each group encompassed nine to 33 participants. Through this 

process, 247 Civil Parties and 119 Civil Party Representatives were interviewed. The remaining participants 

were contacted directly or through a third person (a neighbour, a relative, ADHOC staff or a Civil Party 

Representative), and an individual appointment was made for an interview at their home. This follow-up 

allowed reaching out to 15 additional participants including one Civil Party Representative and 14 Civil Parties. 

Thus, phase 1 resulted in interviews with 120 Civil Party Representatives and 261 Civil Parties out of the 300 

Civil Parties originally selected.
49

  

In phase 2, after excluding the 300 Civil Parties already selected in phase 1, a second sample of 57 people were 

randomly selected from the list of Civil Parties. Out of these 57 people, the first 40 randomly selected 

individuals were contacted directly or through a third person. Out of these 40, 33 were interviewed at their 

homes and seven could not be reached. The final sample included 120 Civil Party Representatives and 294 Civil 

Parties from across Cambodia, for a total of 414 respondents.  

Among the people who were selected in Phases 1 or 2, a total of 48 were not interviewed. These were two Civil 

Party Representatives and 46 Civil Parties. One Civil Party Representative could not be reached because the 

contact information was not available. The second could not be interviewed because the person had moved 

during the data collection process. Among Civil Parties, 26 could not be interviewed because they were 

working, they had moved or their contact information was not longer accurate. Additionally, seven were found 

to be deceased, seven were too sick to be interviewed or the family refused the interview, three had withdrawn 

as Civil Parties, two had their status changed from Civil Party to Civil Party Representative after the sampling 

but before the interview, and one did not complete the interview.   

In phase 1, the majority of the interviews took place in May 2011 over a 21 day-period. The data collection was 

conducted by the Centre for Advanced Studies (CAS), a Cambodian research organization. CAS was not 

affiliated with ADHOC, and conducted the interviews entirely independently from ADHOC. Seven interviewers 

conducted the interviews. In one location, one external interviewer joined the core team to ensure that all 

participants could be interviewed in the allocated time. Interviewers were supervised by one supervisor. The 

                                                           
49 In Phase 1, the comprehensive list of Civil Parties included two people twice, and one person did not exist. Prior the 

second selection, the list was verified to ensure that such problems did not occur again.  
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external interviewer conducted the subsequent individual interviews from July to mid-November 2011. He was 

supervised by one of the authors.  

All interviewers were trained during a 5-day period. The training included familiarization with the objectives of 

the study and the civil participation process, understanding of the questionnaires and discussions on interview 

methods and techniques specific to the Civil Party population (e.g., older population, experiences of violence 

under the Khmer Rouge). Face to face interviews were conducted with each participant using a structured 

questionnaire.
50

 Prior to the interview, all interviewees were informed of the objectives of the study and the 

voluntary and confidential nature of the interview, and given the opportunity to refuse or stop the interview at 

any time. Verbal consent was obtained before the interview began. 

The questionnaire covered the following items: 1) demographics; 2) priorities; 3) application, legal 

representation and participation as a Civil Party in Case 002; 4) participation in and results of the Duch trial; 5) 

justice and rule of law; 6) the Khmer Rouge regime; 7) knowledge, attitudes, and perceptions of the ECCC; (7) 

establishment of a historical record, truth-telling, and reparations; (8) exposure to violence; and (9) mental 

health. Additionally, a series of questions about CPRs‟ role and activities performed to date were asked to CPRs 

only, and a series of questions about CPRs‟ role and participation in CPRs‟ organized activities were asked to 

CPs only.
 51 

The questionnaire included response options and coding for the interviewers. However, those were not read to 

the participants, with the exception of few questions and those with a scaling format (e.g., the Likert scale). 

Most of the questions had an open-ended field and interviewers were asked to record complete responses from 

the participants. The questionnaire was developed in English, translated in Khmer and then back translated in 

English. Additionally, consultation with local experts ensured quality of the translation. Finally, the 

questionnaire was pre-tested with CPs not selected in the study and refined to ensure understanding of the 

questions by the participants. An interview lasted 1 hour 53 minutes on average. Qualitative responses were 

coded by the interviewers and the supervisor and entered in a spreadsheet.  

Data were analysed using SPSS Version 18 and 20. The samples are based on a comprehensive list of all 

ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties at the time of the survey and all CPRs. No weighting system or statistical 

extrapolation was needed. 

Limitations to the study 

The questionnaire was carefully phrased and tested. The interviewers were trained to reduce misinterpretations 

of the questions or leading answers to the participants. Despite these precautions, there are limitations to the 

study. First, respondents did not receive any explanations of the questions and were not given definitions of 

terms. As a result, participants were left with their own interpretation and understanding of the questions and 

terms used. This lack of understanding could have been exacerbated by the age and literacy levels of the 

participants and the use of judicial terms. Second, ADHOC was not involved in the interviews. Nonetheless, 

ADHOC brought people to the location of the interviews, and respondents were aware that the purpose of the 

study was to evaluate ADHOC‟s program. It is possible that certain participants responded in a manner that they 

perceived would be viewed favourably by ADHOC, introducing desirability bias. Third, participants were asked 

questions about events that took place more than 30 years ago and the passage of time could have resulted in 

recall errors or bias. Additionally, 60.1% of the participants reported having been interviewed about their 

                                                           
50 This questionnaire was developed based on previous work by Phuong Pham, Ph.D. and Patrick Vinck, Ph.D. 
51 At the time of the interview, one person mentioned s/he was a Civil Party Representative, and answered the section of the 

questionnaire dedicated to CPR only. However, after verification with ADHOC and after the interview, his/her status was 

changed to Civil Party. The person had not answered the section related to Civil Party alone. As a result, the total of 

participants who responded to that section is 293 instead of 294. All other sections have a total of 294 Civil Party 

respondents.  
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participation and experience of being a Civil Party before. It is possible that previous interviews have 

contributed to develop a better understanding of similar questions. However, it is also possible that answering 

similar questions several times could have created certain degree of habituation (i.e. respondents get in the habit 

of answering similar questions in a certain way) and acquiescence (i.e. passively agreeing with statements), 

introducing bias. Fourth, contemporaneous events may have affected people‟s views and attitudes. Therefore, 

the study represents a snapshot of respondents‟ views as they were at the time of the survey. Finally, results of 

the survey are representative of the ADHOC-assisted Civil Party Representatives and to a certain extent, of 

ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties at the time of the survey. However, it is acknowledged that among Civil Parties, 

some could not be interviewed, and it is unknown how these people would have responded to the questionnaire. 

Additionally, the results are relevant for ADHOC-assisted Civil Parties only and cannot be generalized to all 

Case 002 Civil Parties. 

The results of the survey are presented in the next sections. They include demographic characteristics of the 

respondents; the Civil Party application process; the Civil Party Representatives scheme; Civil Parties‟ attitudes 

to and knowledge of the court; and finally, respondents‟ perspectives and wishes regarding reparations and non-

judicial measures (NJMs). 
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THE RESPONDENTS 

This section depicts the demographic characteristics of the Civil Parties (CPs) and the Civil Party 

Representatives (CPRs), their exposure to violence during and after the Khmer Rouge regime, and their current 

concerns. 

As described in table 1, the majority of the Civil Parties were female (69.0%). The average age was 59.2 years 

old (S.D. = 10.1) with two-thirds of the respondents between the age of 46 and 65 years old. The majority was 

ethnic Khmer (87.8%) and Cham (9.2%). The ethnicity corresponds to the religious faith, with the majority of 

the Civil Parties being Buddhists (89.1%), and a small percentage Muslims (9.2%). Seven out of ten stated they 

were head of their household (70.7%). Among CPs, three out of five said they were married (61.2%), while one 

third reported to be widowed (36.7%).  

Table 1: Demographics Characteristics 

 

 

  
Ethnicity (%) Religion (%) Head of 

household 
(% yes) 

Marital status (%) 

Khmer Cham Other Buddhist Muslim Other Married Widow Other 

CPRs 
(n=120) 

88.3 7.5 4.2 86.7 8.3 5.0 79.2 85.8 11.7 2.5 

CPs 
(n=294) 

87.8 9.2 3.1 89.1 9.2 1.7 70.7 61.2 36.7 2.1 

 

 
  Literacy (%) Monthly 

income 
(US $) 
Mean      
(S.D.) 

 
Read/ 
write 

(% yes) 

No 
schooling 

Informal 
Primary 
Incompl. 

Primary 
Compl. 

Lower 
sec. 

Incompl. 

Lower 
sec. 

Compl. 

≥ Higher 
sec. 

Compl. 

CPRs 
(n=120) 

92.5 5.8 5.0 38.3 20.8 8.3 10.0 11.7 
94.64 

(100.81) 

CPs 
(n=294) 

61.9 31.3 12.9 33.7 10.2 6.1 3.7 2.1 
72.84 

(96.15) 

 

Among CPs, about three out of five stated they can read and write (61.9%). Nonetheless, educational attainment 

was low. One-third of the CPs had no schooling (31.3%), about one out of ten had informal education (12.9%), 

whereas four out of ten had some primary schooling (43.9%). Only 11.9% attended secondary school or higher. 

Half of the CPs stated they were farmers (52.0%), whereas about one out of ten was a street or market seller 

(14.3%), or unpaid family worker (13.3%). Only a small percentage said they were civil servants, health staff or 

NGO workers (6.1%).Their average monthly income was US$ 72.84 (S. D. = 96.15).  

In contrast, the CPRs tended to be men (62.5% CPRs vs. 31.0% CPs), younger (55.3 years old; S.D.: 7.7 CPRs 

vs. 59.1 years old; S.D. 10.1 CPs), married (85.8% CPRs vs. 61.2% CPs), and more educated. The majority 

reported they can read and write (92.5% CPRs vs. 61.9% CPs). Small percentages had either no schooling (5.8% 

CPRs vs. 31.3% CPs) or informal education (5.0% CPRs vs. 12.9% CPs). About half attended primary school 

(59.1% CPRs vs. 43.9% CPs), and one-third attended secondary school or higher (30.0% CPRs vs. 11.9% CPs). 

  Sample 
Size (n) % Female Mean Age 

(S.D.) 
Age Groups (%) 

36-45 46-55 56-65 > 65 
CPRs 
(n=120) 120 37.5 55.3   (7.7) 10.0 43.3 35.8 10.8 

CPs 
(n=294) 294 69.0 59.2 (10.1) 7.8 31.6 35.7 24.8 
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The CPRs also reported a significantly higher monthly income (US$ 94.64; S.D. 100.81 CPRs vs. 72.84; S.D. 

96.15 CPs) which might be explained by their main occupations. As for the CPs, half of the CPRs said they 

were farmers (50.8%), and one out of ten stated they were street or market sellers (11.7%). However, in contrast 

to CPs, only 5.0% reported being unpaid family worker (compared to 13.3% CPs), and 22.5% mentioned being 

civil servants, health staff or NGO workers (compared to 6.1% among CPs). Compared to CPs, similar 

percentages of CPRs were ethnic Khmer (88.3%), Buddhists (86.7%), and head of their household (79.2%). 

There were no specific criteria to become CPRs, and although not originally intended, Civil Party 

Representatives have certain characteristics (e.g., education, main occupation) that could be beneficial in their 

role as CPRs.   

All study participants, CPs and CPRs, lived through the Khmer Rouge regime. When asked how the Khmer 

Rouge considered them, there was no significant difference between CPs and CPRs. The majority of the CPs 

and CPRs said they were New People (64.6% CPs and 66.7% CPRs), and about one-third in both groups 

mentioned they were Old or Base people (32.7% CPs and 28.3% CPRs).
52

 Small percentages described 

themselves as a Khmer Rouge soldier or as having been in the army (2.0% CPs and 5.0% CPRs), or did not 

know how the Khmer Rouge defined them during the regime (0.7% CPs and 0% CPRs). These answers reflect 

the main categories that characterized people under the Khmer Rouge regime. The New People or April 17 

people were Cambodians who became under the control of the Khmer Rouge when the Khmer Rouge took 

power on April 17 1975. The Old or Base people lived in zones already controlled by the Khmer Rouge before 

the fall of Phnom Penh on April 17, 1975.
53

 

Exposure to violence 

From April 17, 1975 to January 7, 1979, the Khmer Rouge instigated a regime of violence and terror during 

which basic needs were barely met.
54 

This is depicted by the respondents‟ experiences under the regime.  

As presented in Figure 1, almost all respondents reported that during the regime they experienced starvation 

(98.6% CPs and 100% CPRs), forced labour (96.9% CPs and 95.8% CPRs), lack of shelter (92.5% CPs and 

95.0% CPRs), forced evacuation (91.5% CPs and 93.3% CPRs), or had their personal property confiscated, 

stolen, or destroyed (97.6% CPs and 99.2% CPRs). A majority of respondents were in combat situations (68.4% 

CPs and 64.2% CPRs), or were tortured (57.1% CPs and 60.0% CPRs). About one out of ten witnessed rape or 

sexual abuses (13.9% CPs and 10.8% CPRs). These experiences echo the policies implemented by the Khmer 

Rouge throughout the regime and across the country. There were some significant differences between Civil 

Parties and Civil Party Representatives. The latter were more likely to report 1) disability following combat 

situations (7.5% CPRs vs. 3.1% CPs), 2) imprisonment (43.3% CPRs vs. 26.2% CPs), 3) being forced to find 

and bury bodies (25.0% CPRs vs. 12.9% CPs), 4) witnessing killings (59.2% CPRs vs. 42.9% CPs), 5) 

witnessing beatings or torture (72.5% CPRs vs. 55.1% CPs), and 6) being threatened with death (71.7% CPRs 

vs. 53.4% CPs).  

                                                           
52 The respondents were not given a definition of new or old/base people, and choices were not read to them. Therefore, the 

answers are based on their own interpretation and might not reflect the scholarly definition of the terms.  
53 See Elizabeth Becker, When the War Was Over: Cambodia and the Khmer Rouge Revolution (New York: Simon and 

Schuster, 1986) 226-229; Michael Vickery, Cambodia 1975 – 1982 (Boston, MA: South End Press, 1984) 81-82. 
54 Evan Gottesman, Cambodia: After the Khmer Rouge (Connecticut: Yale University Press, 2003). 
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Figure 1: Exposure to violence during the Khmer Rouge regime 

 (% of respondents; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120) 

 

On January 7, 1979, the Vietnamese took Phnom Penh marking the end of the Khmer Rouge regime or 

Democratic Kampuchea. The country gradually entered a reconstruction phase hampered by a guerrilla 

movement and an embargo by the international community.
 
The violence persisted although to a lesser degree 

until the collapse of the Khmer Rouge movement in late „90s. Less than 10% of the respondents, CPs or CPRs, 

mentioned exposure to any other violent events. The CPRs were more likely to report experiencing combat 

situations after the Khmer Rouge regime (42.5% CPRs vs. 21.1% CPs). 

Current Priorities and Accountability 

Overall, respondents were concerned about their daily life needs. An open question was asked about their 

current concerns and up to three answers could be provided. Respondents prioritized employment (53.1% CPs 

and 61.7% CPRs) and health (43.9% CPs and 32.5% CPRs). Basic needs such as food and shelter or cost of 

living and prices came in third position for both the Civil Parties and the Civil Party Representatives. These 
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results are comparable to those of other studies conducted in Cambodia.
55 

 The CPRs were more likely to be 

concerned about: 1) costs and prices (30.0% CPRs vs. 19.4% CPs); 2) justice, rule of law, governance, and KRT 

issues (22.5% CPRs vs. 8.5% CPS); and 3) safety issues (10.8% CPRs vs. 5.1% CPs). Conversely, they were 

less likely to prioritize basic needs (15.8% CPRs vs. 26.5% CPs), and health (32.5% CPRs vs. 43.9% CPs). 

Two results are notable. Firstly, two out of ten CPRs mentioned justice, rule of law and governance as a priority. 

This is high compared to the CPs and might be related to the nature of being CPRs (e.g., increased information 

and trainings). Secondly, in both CPRs and CPs groups, about one out of five respondents mentioned peace as a 

concern (21.1% CPs and 18.3% CPRs). Among these, 95% of the respondents in both groups referred directly to 

border conflicts. This could be explained in part by the extensive media coverage of and interest in border 

disputes at that time, notably with Thailand.
56

 

Figure 2: Current individual priorities 

(% of respondents; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120)* 

 

*Respondents could provide up to three answers. 

                                                           
55 Phuong Pham et al., “After the First Trial. A Population-based Survey on Knowledge and Perception of Justice and the 

Extraordinary Chambers in the Court of Cambodia”, Human Rights Center University of California, Berkley, June 2011, 

http://www.law.berkeley.edu/files/HRC/Publications_After-the-First-Trial_06-2011.pdf, accessed August 2012. 
56 The main clashes were related to the Preah Vihear temple located on the Cambodian/Thai border. In the last 50 years, 

disputes have occurred periodically between the Cambodian and the Thai governments, and their armies, over the Preah 

Vihear temple. In 2011, it turned into an active armed conflict. See “Waging Peace: ASEAN and the Thai-Cambodian 

Border Conflict Crisis Group,” International Crisis Group, 6 December 2011, 

http://www.crisisgroup.org/en/regions/asia/south-east-asia/cambodia/215-waging-peace-asean-and-the-thai-cambodian-

border-conflict.aspx, accessed August 2012. 
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http://www.law.berkeley.edu/files/HRC/Publications_After-the-First-Trial_06-2011.pdf
http://www.crisisgroup.org/en/regions/asia/south-east-asia/cambodia/215-waging-peace-asean-and-the-thai-cambodian-border-conflict.aspx
http://www.crisisgroup.org/en/regions/asia/south-east-asia/cambodia/215-waging-peace-asean-and-the-thai-cambodian-border-conflict.aspx
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Despite their focus on daily life needs, when asked specifically “what they would like to see happen to those 

who were responsible for what happened during the Khmer Rouge regime”, the vast majority of the respondents 

(93.5% CPs and 90.8% CPRs) stated at least one measure associated with retributive justice (e.g. put them on 

trial, put them in prison, punish, torture or kill them). Smaller proportions of participants (18.7% CPs and 33.3% 

CPRs) mentioned at least one measure related to restorative justice (e.g., getting the truth, perpetrators‟ 

confession or apologies, justice or compensation for the victims). Respondents could provide several answers. 

The overall preference for retributive justice mechanisms could, however, have been influenced by the type of 

justice mechanisms available in Cambodia at the time of the survey (i.e. tribunal). Compared to Civil Parties, 

Civil Party Representatives were more likely to mention a restorative justice measure. 
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CIVIL PARTY APPLICATION PROCESS 

Since the inception of the ECCC, Cambodian Civil Society has served “as an intersection between the Court and 

Cambodian Society.”
57

 They engaged in extensive outreach activities informing the Cambodian people about 

the ECCC and its mandate, and explaining to people that there was an opportunity to apply as Civil Party and 

thus be part of the court proceedings. In case 002, approximately 84% of the 4,000 Civil Party applications were 

submitted with support from NGOs.
58

  

Not surprisingly, the majority of the respondents stated that ADHOC was their main source of information 

regarding the possibility of applying as Civil Party (65.0% CPs and 86.7% CPRs). In addition to ADHOC, 

CPRs mentioned the media (7.5%), whereas the CPs cited family and friends (10.9%), local leaders (10.2%), 

and the media (5.4%). Civil Party Representatives were more likely to mention ADHOC (86.7% CPRs vs. 

65.0% CPs), and to remember their source of information (do not remember; 0% CPRs vs. 7.5% CPs). 

Conversely, CPRs were less likely to state they had been informed by family and friends (CPRs 1.7% vs. 10.9% 

CPs) or local leaders (1.7% CPRs vs. 10.2% CPs).  

Table 2: Sources of information and assistance about Civil Party application and process 

 (% of all respondents; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120)* 

 

 Media 
Family/ 
Friends 

Local 
Leaders 

ADHOC/ 
CPR 

ECCC/ 
VSS 

Nat. 
Lawyers 

Int. 
Lawyers 

Other 
NGOs 

Do not 
remember 

 
Main Source of information 

CPRs 
(n = 120) 

7.5% 1.7% 1.7% 86.7% 1.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.8% 0.0% 

CPs 
(n = 294) 

5.4% 10.9% 10.2% 65.0% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 7.5% 

 
Assistance with Application 

CPRs 
(n = 120) 

0.0% 0.8% 2.5% 99.2% 10.0% 21.7% 5.8% 6.7% 0.0% 

CPs 
(n = 294) 

0.0% 7.5% 11.6% 82.3% 3.1% 11.9% 3.1% 4.8% 4.4% 

*Respondents could provide up to three answers. 

The process of applying as ECCC Civil Party could be cumbersome and difficult to understand for ordinary 

Cambodians. Participants were asked to name three organizations or individuals who helped and assisted them 

in the application process (e.g. filling in the application form), how often they had received information from the 

source and to what extent they felt supported by the organization or the individual. A majority of CPs (82.3%)
59

 

and almost all CPRs (99.2%) mentioned ADHOC as their main source of information. Cambodian lawyers were 

the second most frequently mentioned main source of information (11.9% CPs and 21.7% CPRs). Additionally, 

CPs named local leaders (11.6%), family & friends (7.5%), other NGOs (4.8%),
60

 the ECCC (3.1%), and their 

international lawyers (3.1%). The CPRs mentioned the ECCC (10.0%), other NGOs (6.7%), their international 

lawyers (5.8%), and local leaders (2.5%). CPRs were more likely to mention assistance by ADHOC (99.2% 

CPRs vs. 80.6%), their Cambodian lawyers (21.7% CPRs vs. 11.9% CPs), or the ECCC (10.0% CPRs vs. 3.1% 

                                                           
57 Christoph Sperfeldt, „Cambodian Civil Society and the Khmer Rouge Tribunal‟, International Journal for Transitional 

Justice 6 (2012): 151. 
58 “Victims Support Section Progress Report”, VSS/ECCC, 25 June 2010, Handout. 
59 A majority of CPs named specifically ADHOC (80.6%), whereas a small percentage mentioned CPRs (1.7%). 
60 Other than ADHOC, the most frequently cited NGO was the Transcultural Psychological Organization, a Cambodian 

NGO which provides mental health services to, among other populations, the ECCC Civil parties. 
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CPs). On the other hand, they were less likely to state being assisted by local leaders (2.5% CPRs vs. 11.6% 

CPs), or family and friends (0.8% CPRs vs. 7.5% CPs). 

Additionally, respondents reported ADHOC as their main source of assistance. There were 237 Civil Parties 

(80.6%), and 119 Civil Party Representatives (99.2%) who mentioned that ADHOC helped them with their 

application process. Among those who mentioned ADHOC as a source of assistance, CPRs said they received 

information more frequently and felt more supported by ADHOC than the CPS.  

Among CPRs assisted by ADHOC, 71.4% said they received information at least once a month and a majority 

said they felt at least moderately supported by the organization (17.7% said they felt moderately supported; 

43.7% said they felt quite a bit supported; and 34.5% stated they felt extremely supported). By contrast, among 

CPs supported by ADHOC, 51.5% mentioned they rarely received information, while 48.5% stated they were 

informed at least once a month. One out of five said they felt supported only a little (19.0%), about one-third felt 

supported either moderately (33.0%) or quite a bit (32.1%), and one out of ten said they felt extremely supported 

(12.7%). There are indications that the extent of which respondents felt supported increased with the frequency 

of contacts.  

Considering the nature of the CPR scheme, it is not surprising that CPRs had more interactions with ADHOC 

than the CPs. As the project moves forward, it would be important for ADHOC to ensure that CPs are met on a 

regular basis and feel adequately supported. This has already been integrated into ADHOC‟s planning. 

Finally, at the time of the survey, all respondents were accepted Civil Parties in Case 002. Nonetheless, 3.4% of 

all study participants were confused about their application or status as Civil Party; a low level considering the 

age and education profile of the respondents.
 
 

Several reasons could explain the confusion. First, people might not have understood the application process. 

Second, some applications had been on appeal but the result of the appeal had not been disseminated to the 

applicants, yet. Third, there may have been instances of lack of information and follow-up by ADHOC. 

Notwithstanding the reasons, the confusion among certain Civil Parties points out to the importance for 

ADHOC of ensuring that all participants know about their application and their status. Without this information, 

the applicants would not be able to participate in any activities implemented by the organization.  

Motivation to participate as a Civil Party in Case 002 

ADHOC provided information about the possibility to apply as a Civil Party to one hundred thousand 

Cambodians. Only a small portion decided to take the opportunity. To better understand the reasons for their 

application, study participants were asked about their motivation to participate as a Civil Party in Case 002.  

As presented in Figure 3, respondents in both groups, CPs and CPRs, stated that their main motivations to 

participate in the ECCC as a Civil Party were: 1) to receive justice for the relatives who died under the Khmer 

Rouge (70.1% CPs and 89.2% CPRs); 2) to tell their personal story and receive acknowledgment for their 

suffering (40.8% CPs and 46.7% CPRs); and 3) to receive individual reparations (36.7% for both CPs and 

CPRs). Other reasons included to know the truth about what happened to their relatives during the regime 

(10.9% CPs and 13.3% CPRs), to get a conviction for the Khmer Rouge leaders (8.2% CPs and 12.5% CPRs), to 

prevent the next generation from committing such atrocities (5.8% CPs and 18.3% CPRs), and to heal physical 

and mental harm (1.7% CPs and 6.7% CPRs). The CPRs were more likely to have applied as Civil Party to get 

justice for their loved ones, to prevent the atrocities for happening again, or to heal physical and psychological 

harm. 

While justice for the loved ones was the main motivation to become a Civil Party, the respondents‟ meaning of 

justice is more complex than the legal perspective alone. Mainly, respondents defined justice as being fair 
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(59.5% CPs and 65.0% CPRs), knowing who is right and who is wrong (or knowing who is good and who is 

bad) (29.6% CPs and 21.7% CPRs), applying the law (16.7% CPs and 25.0% CPRs), being equal (15.6% CPs 

and 23.3% CPRs), being honest and transparent (18.0% CPs and 16.7% CPRs), or as the absence of corruption 

(15.3% CPs and 20.0% CPRs). The CPRs, maybe influenced by trainings, were more likely to defined justice as 

applying the law (16.7% CPs vs. 25.0% CPRs), but less likely to state that it is finding the truth (10.2% CPs vs. 

4.2% CPRs).  

Nonetheless, certain motivations such as telling their personal story and receiving acknowledgement for their 

suffering, getting the truth about their relatives, or receiving individual reparations, reflect expectations from the 

CPs and CPRs that will be difficult to fulfil in the context of the court. It is possible that the ECCC will 

acknowledge the suffering of the accepted Civil Parties by, as it was done in Case 001, naming them in the 

judgement. It is unlikely that the ECCC will provide the truth of what happened to the relatives of all Civil 

Parties or be a forum for a large number of CPs to tell their personal story. It is also clear that under the Internal 

Rules, reparations are limited to collective and moral measures, leaving out any possibility for individual 

reparations. These motivations suggest exploring additional avenues to discovering the truth or telling stories. 

They also point to the necessity of informing and reinforcing the limitations of the reparations that will be 

granted by the court to Civil Parties.  

Figure 3: Motivation to participate as Civil Party in Case 002 

 (% of all respondents; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120)* 

 

*Respondents could provide multiple answers. 

Finally, 84 out of 294 CPs and 44 out of 120 CPRs were concerned about their personal safety as a result of 

their Civil Party application (28.6% CPs and 36.7% CPRs). Among those who were concerned about their 

safety, 71.1% of the CPs
61

 and 88.6% of the CPRs were afraid there will be revenge from the accused after they 

were set free. Other reasons included being afraid of being accused of political involvement (4.8% CPs and 

                                                           
61 Only 83 out of 84 CPs provided reasons.  
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4.5% CPRs), being afraid of being accused of disinformation (4.8% CPs and 2.3% CPRs), or that the accused 

would be government officials (2.4% CPs and 4.5% CPRs). 

Civil Party and lawyer client relationship 

According to the ECCC Internal Rules, every Civil Party has to be represented by a lawyer at all times, and 

every international lawyer has to be paired to at least one national lawyer.
62

 As mentioned previously, the Civil 

Party lawyers, especially the national lawyers, were instrumental in assisting Civil Parties in their application 

process. In addition, ADHOC works closely with Civil Party lawyers to ensure accurate information to CPRs 

and CPs alike. A series of questions tried to shed some light on the attorney-client relationship.  

Among respondents, 52.4% of CPs and 74.2% of CPRs stated they had chosen their Civil Party lawyers in the 

second case (Case 002). However, when asked about the name of their international and national lawyer, 59.5% 

CPs and 10.0% CPRs could not remember the names of their national counsel, and 96.3% CPs and 65.0% CPRs 

could not remember the names of their international Civil Party lawyer. In fact, only a handful of lawyers could 

be named.  

Nevertheless, when asked about the number of times they had met with their Civil Party lawyers so far, a vast 

majority said they had met with their lawyers between one to five times (82.0% CPs and 63.3% CPRs). A small 

percentage of CPs (1.7%) but about one-third of the CPRs (35.8%) mentioned they had met more than five 

times, while 14.6% CPs but only 0.8% of the CPRs had never met with their counsel so far.
63

  

Yet, when asked to what extent they felt supported by their lawyers so far in Case 002, 64.6% CPs felt at least 

moderately supported, while 62.5 % CPRs expressed they were at least a bit supported. Only a small percentage 

of the CPS (5.4%), but one out of five CPRs (21.7%), felt extremely supported.  

Figure 4: Support from Civil Party lawyers to Civil Parties  

(% of all respondents; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120) 

 

Compared to Civil Parties, Civil Party Representatives were more likely to state they had chosen their Civil 

Party lawyers, had met with their Civil Party lawyers more frequently or felt more supported by them. These 

results are congruent with the nature of their role as CPRs which permits attending trainings and court 

proceedings, and therefore increases the opportunities to meet with their lawyers. 

  

                                                           
62 Rule 22, ECCC Internal Rules. 
63 However, it is noted that most CPs should have met with their national and/or international counsel at least once to sign 

the Powers of Attorney forms. 
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CIVIL PARTY REPRESENTATIVE SCHEME 

The Civil Party Representatives (CPR) scheme is the core of ADHOC‟s Khmer Rouge Tribunal project. The 

program is based on the role of the Civil Party Representatives as the focal point between the Civil Parties, the 

Civil Party lawyers, and ADHOC staff. ADHOC trains CPRs about key topics related to the ECCC. CPRs 

transmit the information to the CPs. Additionally, CPRs act as the nexus between Civil Parties and their Civil 

Party lawyers transmitting questions from and to Civil Parties to the lawyers.  

To assess the basic components of the CPRs scheme, respondents were asked a series of questions related to the 

role of the CPR, the process of becoming CPRs and their perception of their role and challenges as well as 

CPRs‟ interactions with ADHOC, the Civil Parties and the Civil Party lawyers.      

Overall perception of the CPR role 

Respondents were first asked to openly describe how they understood the role of CPRs at the ECCC using an 

open ended question. 

The CPRs had a more comprehensive understanding of their role than the CPs. CPRs were significantly more 

likely to define their tasks as sharing information about the ECCC and Case 002 (60.8% CPRs vs. 36.7% CPs), 

as well as transmitting information from Civil Parties to Civil Party lawyers (60.8% CPRs vs. 8.8% CPs) and 

from Civil Party lawyers to CPs (56.7% CPRs vs. 10.2% CPs). They were also more likely to be able to define 

their role (26.2% CPs did not know what the CPRs‟ role was). Conversely, they were less likely to say that their 

task was to organize district meetings (29.2% CPRs vs. 46.9% CPs). The latter could be explained by the fact 

that currently district meetings are organized and facilitated by ADHOC staff in conjunction with the CPRs 

instead of solely by the CPRs. As the project evolved, it is hoped that the CPRs would be able to facilitate these 

meetings alone.  

On the other hand, only a small proportion of CPRs and CPs alike, perceived that the role of the CPRs was to 

meet individually with CPs (8.2% CPs and 5.8% CPRs). Finally, a small percentage (3.1% CPs and 5.0% CPRs) 

mentioned other tasks such as ADHOC helping to fill out the application form or explaining the CPR scheme 

indicating certain confusion between the role of the CPRs and the role of ADHOC staff.  

Table 3: Understanding the role of the CPR 

 
 Understanding of the role of CPR (% of respondents) 

 

To share 
information about 
the ECCC/Case 
002 with CPs 

To transmit 
questions 
from CPs to 
their CPLs 

To transmit 
information 
from  
CPLs to CPs 

To organize 
district 
meetings with 
CPs 

To meet CPs 
individually 

Other Do not know 

CPRs  
(n = 120) 

60.8 60.8 56.7 29.2 5.8 5.0 0.0 

CPs  
(n = 294) 

36.7 8.8 10.2 46.9 8.2 3.1 26.2 

 

These results indicate the importance of ensuring that the Civil Parties understand the role of the CPRs. This is 

especially notable regarding the CPRs task of transmitting information from the Civil Party lawyers to Civil 

Parties and vice versa since the CPRs were almost the only ones who mentioned these tasks. Additionally, it 

would be important that both, but especially the CPRs, could distinguish between CPRs and ADHOC staff‟s 

tasks. 
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Civil Party Representatives’ motivation, selection, capacity building, 

and perception 

To gather specific information from the Civil Party Representatives (CPRs) and their involvement with other 

Civil Parties, questions were asked to the CPRs or the CPs alone. The next sections focus on the CPRs. 

Questions included motivations for becoming a CPR and the selection process, capacity building, CPRs‟ 

perceptions of their role and its challenges, as well as the interactions between CPRs and other actors, and 

CPRs‟ recommendations to ADHOC to improve the CPR scheme. The CPRs sections are followed by sections 

that give voice to the CPs.  

Motivation to become CPRs and the selection process 

The Civil Party Representatives were asked to describe their motivation to become a representative. Several 

talked about the selection process rather than about their own motivation in becoming a Civil Party 

Representative. About two-thirds of the representatives mentioned they were selected, elected by other CPs or 

volunteered (60.8%),
64

 while others stated they were selected by ADHOC or Civil Party lawyers (22.5%). 

Motivating factors to become a representative were to help and support other Civil Parties (25.0%), and to 

receive further and detailed information and training about the ECCC and Case 002 (24.2%). Some respondents 

stated that prior knowledge and experience (e.g., experience during the Khmer Rouge regime) motivated them 

to become a representative (11.7%). 

When asked specifically how they were selected to become representatives, most CPRs mentioned they were 

selected by other CPs (40.8%) or volunteered (25.8%). Others were selected by ADHOC (31.7%). Two people 

mentioned they were simply told they were a CPR (1.7%). 

The results show small discrepancies between the percentages of CPRs who said they were selected by 

ADHOC. This discrepancy could be explained by the nature and structure of the questions. The question about 

motivation was an open question with potentially multiple answers, whereas the question about the selection 

process was a closed question with specific choices read to the interviewees, and only one response.  

Notwithstanding the discrepancy, about one-third of the CPRs were selected by ADHOC. It is not clear that the 

replacement of CPRs by ADHOC has influenced the work of the CPRs, or the relationship between the CPRs 

and CPs. This could be explored in a subsequent study.  

Figure 5: Motivation to become Civil Party Representative 

 (% of CPRs; n = 120)* 

 

*Respondents could provide multiple responses.  

                                                           
64 First, Civil Parties volunteered as CPR. They were then “selected/elected” by other CPs. However, as mentioned earlier, 

some CPRs were subsequently replaced by ADHOC-appointed CPRs.   
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Capacity building for the Representatives 

ADHOC established the Civil Party Representative scheme in the beginning of 2010. Since its inception, 

ADHOC has organized several training sessions to prepare CPRs for their role as the CPs‟ focal point. The first 

round of trainings was held in the first half of 2010 and focused on ECCC mandate and the structure of the 

court. The second training round happened at the end of 2010/beginning of 2011. It consisted of a series of 

trainings on the rights of the Civil Parties and the legal framework of the ECCC. In essence the trainings aim to 

enhance the legal understanding of the participants about the ECCC. 

The next set of survey questions focused on the capacity-building of the CPRs. The survey found that to this 

point of data collection (second quarter 2011) 80.0% of the Representatives have participated in three or more 

training sessions, whereas 12.5% have attended two, and 4.2% had only one training session. One person did not 

remember the number of training sessions s/he attended (0.8%). Three people did not participate in any training 

(2.5%).  

Among CPRs, 117 people had participated in at least one training session. Those who had participated in a 

training session were asked to list the main three topics they have learned. As presented in Figure 6, the main 

topics were: 1) what it entails to be a Civil Party Representative and its role (e.g. being a focal point and 

facilitator) (64.9%); 2) information about reparations and non-judicial measures (NJMs) (64.1%); 3) information 

about the ECCC Case 002 and the accused (41.9%); and 4) the rights and role of the CPs (30.8%). Smaller 

percentages indicated accessing justice for the victims (9.4%) or psychological help for victims (6.8%). 

These answers do reflect topics actually presented during the trainings. They also indicate that further trainings 

were needed to ensure that all CPRs understand their role, the role of the CPs and their rights as well as the 

ECCC‟s mandate and information about Case 002. 

Figure 6: Main three topics learned in the trainings 

 (% among CPRs who attended at least one    training; n = 117)* 

 

*Respondents could provide up to three responses.  

CPRs’ Perception of Their Role and Challenges 

For many CPRs, their expected role and responsibilities are new and challenging. To better understand how 

CPRs feel in their role, participants were asked to answer true or false to a series of statements.  

As depicted in Figure 7, the CPRs felt they had sufficient information about the KRT and Case 002 to answer 

questions from other Civil Parties about these topics (80.0%). Nonetheless, the CPRs felt that they needed help 

from ADHOC staff to answer questions about the court (85.8%). 
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On the other hand, 90.8% indicated they felt comfortable organizing and conducting meetings with Civil Parties 

despite the fact that only 25.8% stated that they felt comfortable speaking in front of a big group. Additionally, 

96.7% stated they knew how to contact Civil Party lawyers and that they understood questions they transmitted 

to the Civil Party lawyers in the name of the Civil Parties (91.7%). However, about half of the CPRs stated that 

they felt that CPs never contacted them (57.5%). This was true for at least one CPR in each province but Takeo 

province.  

Figure 7: CPRs’ perception of their role and challenges 

(% stated “true” among CPRs; n = 120) 

 

*Results were recoded for consistent reporting 

These results suggest that CPRs seem to be comfortable with the technical part of their work (e.g., organizing 

meetings, contacting CPLs) but less so with the content of the information. The latter needs to be reinforced in 

future trainings.  

Civil Party Representatives’ point of view:  Interactions with other 

Civil Parties, Lawyers, and ADHOC staff 

As focal points, CPRs interact with CPs, lawyers and ADHOC staff, formally and informally. CPRs interact 

formally with the CPs and the CPLs through the district meetings. These are organized by ADHOC regional 

staff in collaboration with the CPRs. Both CPs and CPLs are invited to participate to the district meetings 

although CPLs attend sporadically. CPRs also have formal contacts with ADHOC staff, headquarters and 

regional staff, through meetings and trainings organized by ADHOC. In addition to these formal means of 

communication, CPRs contact CPs, CPLs or ADHOC staff individually by phone or meet them in person. To 

facilitate contacts, ADHOC is providing phone cards but has limited financial resources to pay for CPRs travel. 

This section presents the number of interactions between CPRs and other actors since the beginning of the 

program in April 2010. 

To gather information about the frequency of contact between Representatives and Civil Parties, the CPRs were 

asked to assess how many times they shared information about the ECCC with other Civil Parties in their area.  

Figure 8 shows the variety of answers. The majority shared information one to four times (70.9%) with a greater 

percentage of CPRs stating they had two interactions. A smaller percentage (25.0%) had five or more 

interactions with fellow Civil Parties about related topics concerning the ECCC. Three CPRs (2.5%) had no 

interaction with Civil Parties, and 1.7% did not know 
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Figure 8: Information-sharing interactions between individual CPRs and CPs 

 (% of CPRs per  number of interactions; n = 120) 

 

CPRs have different means of sharing information with CPs. These include district meetings, individual 

meetings with CPs, as well as transmitting questions from CPs to their CPLs, and vice versa. 

CPRs facilitation of Civil Party District meetings 

One of ADHOC‟s main outreach activities is to organize nationwide Civil Party district meetings. The district 

meetings are organized and facilitated by ADHOC‟s KRT regional staff in conjunction with the Civil Party 

Representatives. The meetings serve to update the Civil Parties on a regular basis about the newest 

developments of the ECCC as well as provide a platform to exchange and show solidarity with other victims.  

In the interview, the majority of CPRs stated they had organized between one and three district meetings at the 

time of data collection (76.7%) with a greater percentage of CPRs mentioning two district meetings (38.3%). A 

small percentage (15.7%) had organized four or more meetings. 

These results correspond with the project activities as planned. At the time of the interviews the second round of 

district meetings were conducted throughout Cambodia. In some areas representatives were only involved in one 

meeting. In others locations, representatives were involved in more district meetings due to the high number of 

Civil Parties in the area and/or his/her level of personal engagement. These elements could explain the wide 

range in the number of meetings. 

Figure 9: District meetings with CPs 

 (% of CPRs per number of district meetings; n = 120) 

 

Individual meetings between CPRs and CPs 

In addition to district meetings, CPRs contact CPs either in person or by phone. To better understand mode of 

contact, the next question aimed at the individual contacts between the CPRs and Civil Parties. The majority 

declared they had contacted other Civil Parties individually between one to three times (57.5%) with a greater 

percentage of CPRs stating three contacts. Four out of ten respondents showed even more frequent contacts 

(    with Civil Parties in their district (40.5%).  
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Figure 10: Individual meetings with CPs 

 (% of CPRs per number of individual meetings; n = 120) 

 

Transmitting questions from and to CPs to CPLs 

One important component of Civil Party participation is the interaction between Civil Parties and their lawyers. 

Lawyers and indigent Civil Parties have scarce resources for frequent travel and communication. In many places 

access to mobile phones is not available. The Civil Party Representatives constitute the link to overcome these 

obstacles ensuring more frequent communications between both parties.  

To get information about this communication link, the CPRs were asked how often they had transmitted 

questions from Civil Parties to the lawyers and vice versa. Figure 11 compares the variety of answers. The 

majority of CPRs transmitted one to three questions from the Civil Parties to Civil Party lawyers (52.5%). One 

out of five CPRs has conveyed four or five questions from CPs to CPLs (20.8%), whereas 9.2% have 

transmitted more than five questions.  

Conversely, the majority of CPRs submitted information from Civil Party lawyers to the Civil Parties one to 

three times (58.3%%), whereas almost one out of five have transmitted information four or five times (18.3%). 

A smaller percentage (16.7%) had submitted inquiries more than five times from the lawyers to their clients. On 

average, the number of questions transmitted from CPs to CPLs was slightly less than the number of times 

information was transmitted from CPLs to CPs (CPLs to CPs: mean = 3.77, mode = 3; for CP to CPLs: mean = 

3.17, mode = 2). Nonetheless, the number of questions from the CPs to their lawyers is notable considering that 

only a very small percentage of CPs (8.8%) associated transmission of information to CPLs as one of tasks of 

the CPRs.  

Figure 11: Instances of CPR-facilitated communication between CPL <-> CP  

(% of CPRs per  interactions; n = 120) 

CP to CPL 

CPL to CP 
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The majority of CPRs stated numerous interactions with CPs either through district meetings, individual 

meetings or by transmitting questions or information from and to CPs. However, establishing a nationwide 

network of empowered volunteers with legal understanding is a long-term process and takes time to accomplish. 

The obvious challenges are compounded by the fact that the court‟s procedures are always evolving. 

Experienced ADHOC provincial staff is instrumental in strengthening the network of CPRs. 

CPRs’ Recommendations to ADHOC  

CPRs have the possibility to communicate with ADHOC staff either in person or by talking on the phone. In 

regards to communication with ADHOC staff, 55.8% of the CPRs had between two to five interactions with 

ADHOC project personnel, while 27.4% had been in contact between five to ten times. A small percentage 

contacted ADHOC staff more than ten times (9.0%).  

Supervision of the CPRs by ADHOC and regular trainings between ADHOC and CPRs are crucial in supporting 

CPRs. To improve the capacity of the representatives and adjust project activities accordingly, the study sought 

to understand more about the needs of the CPRs. When asked about their needs, most respondents expressed a 

desire for more explanations and updates about the tribunal and the cases (57.5%), additional trainings about 

being a CPR (21.7%), more financial support such as reimbursements for travel and food when acting as a CPR 

(17.5%), and more support from ADHOC regional staff (14.2%). Other requests were to hold monthly meetings 

between ADHOC staff and CPs (10.8%), to attend an official hearing at the court (10.0%), and to meet with 

CPLs (8.3%). Since the beginning of 2012, regular meetings between ADHOC regional staff and CPRs have 

been incorporated into the activity plan and implemented. Suggestions related to content of information have 

also been integrated. 

Civil Parties point of view: Interactions and Support between Civil 

Parties and Civil Party Representatives
65

 

This section gives a voice to the CPs, covering their contacts with CPRs, their assessment of their meetings, and 

their recommendations. One of the main roles of a Civil Party Representative is to be a focal point for the Civil 

Parties in their area. When asked about the frequency of meetings with their representatives, the analysis shows 

that all but one person had met at least once with their representative. In the context of this question, a meeting 

could be individual, in a group, in person or on the phone.  

Almost half of the CPs had met or had been in contact with their CPRs two or three times (47.8%). One-third 

(30.0%) had met with their CPRs four or five times and a small percentage had met more than five times (6.4%). 

 

Figure 12: Meetings with CPR 

 (% of CPs per number of meetings; n = 293) 

 

                                                           
65 The section on CPs is based on 293 respondents instead of 294. One respondent had its status changed from CPR to CP 

and thus did not answer the section to Civil Party only. 
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Regarding the modes of interaction and communication with their CPR, the respondents stated that either their 

representative called and invited them to a meeting (53.6%) and/or the representative came for a personal visit 

(49.8%). A quarter replied that they communicated over the phone with their representative (25.6%) and about 

one out of ten (13.7%) visited their representative in person. Small percentages had not contacted their CPR 

(3.4%) or did not know how to do so (4.8%). Although only one person had not met with his/her representative, 

8.2% of the CPs had not contacted their CPR or do not know how to contact their representative. It is possible 

that these respondents attended district meetings but had never contacted their representative by themselves. The 

result indicates however that the representatives should ensure that all CPs know how to contact them. 

Among people who met with their representatives, 97.3% felt satisfied with their meeting(s), and 93.2% 

believed they will meet the representative again. Furthermore, many respondents stated that at the meetings with 

the CPR they received new information about the ECCC and Case 002 (88.0%) and many said that they 

understood this new information (88.6%). In regards to their legal counsel, more than half of the Civil Parties 

said they would prefer meeting with only their lawyers (59.9%), but at the same time, almost all stated they 

wanted a CPR (98.3%). 

Figure 13: Means of contacting CPRs 

 (% of CPs; n = 293)* 

 

*Respondents could provide multiple answers 

Civil Parties participation and perception of district meetings 

Every Civil Party is invited about every three months to participate in a meeting to receive updated information 

about current developments at the ECCC and in Case 002. The meetings are facilitated by ADHOC provincial 

staff and the Civil Party Representatives. 

At the time of the survey, the first round of Civil Party district meetings had just taken place and the second had 

just begun.
66

 The majority of the CPs said they had participated in a district meeting (261 people or 89.1% of the 

CPs alone). Among those who participated in a district meeting, when asked how many times, their answers 

varied from 1 to 11 times.  

                                                           
66 ADHOC project activity plan: District Meetings Rounds: 1st round from December 2010 until March 2011 and 2nd round 

starting in April until June 2012. 
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Figure 14: District Meetings Attended 

 (% among CPs who attended district meetings; n = 261) 

 

Among CPs who attended at least one district meeting, the majority attended one to three meetings (76.9%) with 

most participating in two meetings (31.0%). The higher numbers of meetings may be explained by the fact that 

the respondents were probably participating in other activities such as workshops and forums with ADHOC or 

other intermediary organizations over the last years and therefore counted these as well.   

According to the training schedule, the topics in the first round were to focus particularly on the responsibilities 

of the Civil Party Representatives and their roles (e.g. how to contact CPRs, how to transmit questions), rights 

and roles of Civil Parties, information about the ECCC‟s reparations mandate, and updates about the Duch trial 

and the ECCC.  

The survey inquired as to what kind of content CPs had learned at the district meetings. Their answers reflect 

topics discussed during the meetings. Almost half of the respondents named reparations or non-judicial 

measures (46.4%). More than one-third stated information about Case 002 and the structure and mandate of the 

ECCC (39.5%), and more than one out of five mentioned the rights and role of CPs (23.4%). Other topics 

included information about Case 001 (14.6%), the role of the CPRs (5.7%), how to contact ADHOC, lawyers 

and the VSS (4.6%), and psychological help for victims (3.1%). However, more than one out of ten (14.9%) 

could not remember or did not know the topics at all.  

 

Figure 15: Topics Addressed in District Meetings 

 (% among CPs who attended district meetings; n = 261)* 

 

*Respondents provided up to three answers 
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Although it is crucial for CPs to be informed about the ECCC (e.g., case 002 and reparations/ NJM), it is equally 

important that CPs understand the role of their CPR. Their topic should be emphasized in further district 

meeting so that the CPs can maximize the communication link with their Civil Party lawyer for example. 

CPs’ Recommendations to ADHOC  

Through the ADHOC CPRs scheme, CPs have been provided with information on different topics and involved 

in many activities. However, being a Civil Party is a new role. To better understand their needs, Civil Parties 

were asked what they would recommend to ADHOC to help them in their role. This question was asked to all 

Civil Parties who were not CPRs. 

The respondent‟s main recommendation to ADHOC was to continue to provide information about the ECCC, its 

procedures and proceedings, as well as Case 002 and the accused (47.4%). Other recommendations included 

arranging for CPs to visit the court and/or attend an official hearing (13.3%), meetings with ADHOC or CPLs 

(7.8%), and greater access to justice for all CPs (7.2%). A very small percentage asked for logistical support 

such as travel money (3.8%). Only 1.7% asked specifically about reparations indicating either that respondents 

had enough information on that topic or that they did not consider it an important recommendation to ADHOC. 

Nevertheless, about one third did not make any recommendation (32.8%). Some of these recommendations such 

as additional information about the ECCC and Case 002 are similar to those of the CPRs indicating that 

information is perceived as crucial for both groups.  

Figure 16: Recommendations from CPs to ADHOC 

 (% of CPs; n = 293)* 

 

*Respondents could provide multiple answers 

Overall, the respondents‟ answers demonstrated positive and strong attitudes towards being a Civil Party thus 

far. The interviewees stated that being a Civil Party gave them hope for the future (96.3% CPs and 95.0% 

CPRs), made them feel “mentally” stronger (87.8% CPs and 80.8% CPRs), and meeting and exchanging 

dialogue with other KR survivors made them feel better about their painful past (97.6% CPs and 92.5% CPRs). 

Additionally, CPs were more likely than CPRs to state that being a Civil Party helped them to accept the loss of 

their loved ones (85.7% CPs vs. 75.0% CPRs). With regards to justice, respondents answered that being a Civil 

Party gave them a sense of justice (99.0% CPs and 97.5% CPRs) and greater trust in the law (98.0% CPs and 

97.5% CPRs). The overall experience of Civil Party participants at the time of this study was perceived to be 

positive (99.7% CPs and 98.3% CPRs).  
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PARTICIPATION, ATTITUDES AND KNOWLEDGE ABOUT 

THE ECCC 

 

Participation before the ECCC 

 

The previous sections examined the Civil Party Representative scheme. However, the scheme is there to 

facilitate meaningful participation in the ECCC. This section turns to respondents‟ interest in participating in 

ECCC activities, their perception and knowledge of the court and its proceedings.  

The participants stated that they would like to visit the court even when there is no official hearing (89.5% CPs 

and 95.0% CPRs), attend Civil Party district meetings to receive information updates about the tribunal (97.3% 

CPs and 99.2% CPRs), and talk to their lawyers about their case (95.6% CPs and 99.2% CPRs). In general, Civil 

Party Representatives were more likely to want to attend an official hearing at the ECCC (93.2% CPs vs. 99.2% 

CPRs). This is congruent with CPRs‟ role. Nonetheless, the large percentage of Civil Parties who wanted to 

attend an official hearing at the court and the percentage who wanted to talk to their lawyer about their case 

indicate that ADHOC needs to be aware of CPs‟ interests and be able to explain the limitations of the CPRs 

scheme as well as to work closely with Civil Party lawyers to ensure contacts between CPs and CPLs.  

Attitudes towards the ECCC 

Respondents‟ answers suggested that overall the ECCC is seen in a positive light by CPs and CPRs alike. A vast 

majority of CPs and CPRs thought the ECCC will bring justice to the victims of the Khmer Rouge and/or their 

families (95.2% CPs and 95.8% CPRs), will help in rebuilding trust in Cambodia (92.5% CPs and 92.5% 

CPRs), and will promote national reconciliation (91.5% CPs and 93.3% CPRs). Seven out of ten respondents 

thought the ECCC was doing enough for the victims (74.5% CPs and 71.7% CPRs). Nonetheless, a quarter of 

respondents (25.2% CPs and 28.3% CPRs) recommended spending money on something other than the ECCC, 

and a substantial percentage (58.2% CPs and 40.8% CPRs) said it was more important to focus on problems 

faced by Cambodians today than to address crimes committed by the Khmer Rouge.  

In regards to fairness and impartiality, more than four out of five CPs and CPRs believed that the ECCC was 

neutral (88.8% CPs and 85.0% CPRs), and that the judges at the ECCC were fair (88.8% CPs and 89.2% CPRs). 

A small percentage of respondents (5.8% CPs and 10.0% CPRs) questioned the neutrality of the court. Among 

these, the main reasons cited by the CPs and CPRs alike were government influence on the ECCC and a 

prolonged trial. The CPs also mentioned corruption and the sentence of Duch.  
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Figure 17: Attitudes towards the ECCC 

(% of all respondents; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120) 

 

Respondents‟ perception of the ECCC contrasts with their perception of the Cambodian justice system. Among 

CPs, about three out of five agreed that the Cambodian judges treat everyone equally (65.3%), and that justice is 

the same for everyone (66.3%). Similar percentages of CPs trusted the Cambodian courts (63.9%), or the 

Cambodian judges (59.5%). On the other hand, among CPRs, about two out of five agreed that the Cambodian 

judges treat everyone equally (42.5%), whereas about half agreed that justice is the same for everyone (53.3%). 

About two out of five also trusted the Cambodian courts (43.3%), or the Cambodian judges (40.0%). Overall, on 

these four questions, a significantly greater proportion of the CPs have a more positive perception of the 

Cambodian justice system than the CPRs.   

Figure 18: Perception of the Cambodian justice system  

(% among all respondents who agreed or strongly agreed; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120) 
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Knowledge about the ECCC Case 001 and Case 002 

Measuring knowledge of the ECCC and its Cases is challenging. One of ADHOC‟s outreach project 

components, and part of many other intermediaries‟ programs, is to enhance and strengthen domestic capacities 

and build a sustainable base of legal and democratic knowledge. This is not only to raise awareness of the 

existence of the ECCC and its general mandate, but also to ensure that participants have a deeper understanding 

of the ECCC, as well as the legal values and principles that come with it.  

First, respondents were asked about their main source of information about the ECCC. Second, they were 

interviewed about their factual knowledge of ECCC Cases 001 and 002.  

Main source of information 

Among both the CPs and the CPRs, the most frequently mentioned sources of information were the media – TV 

(46.9% CPs and 59.2% CPRs) and radio (45.6% CPs and 67.5% CPRs) – and ADHOC (31.0% CPs and 54.2% 

CPRs). Other sources of information included Civil Party lawyers (30.3% CPs and 35.0% CPRs), other NGOs 

(21.1% CPs and 25.0% CPRs), community meetings and government officials (21.1% CPs and 17.5% CPRs) 

and family and friends (11.2% CPs and 3.3% CPRs).   

Figure 19: Main source of information about the ECCC 

(% of respondents; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120)* 

 

*Respondents could provide multiple responses. 

When asked specifically if they had seen a TV program about the ECCC, 60.2% of the CPs and 78.3% answered 

positively. Among people who had seen a TV program about the ECCC, the show “Duch on Trial” was the most 

frequently cited (42.4% CPs and 53.3% CPRs) followed by news broadcast (39.0 CPs and 47.9% CPRs), and 

Live Trial proceedings (37.9% CPs and 48.9% CPRs). 

Figure 20: TV Programs 

(% among respondents who had seen a TV program about the ECCC; CPs: n = 177; CPRs: n = 94) 
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Both, CPRs and CPs relied on radio and TV to receive information about the ECCC and its cases. Compared to 

CPs, the Civil Party Representatives were more likely to state that the media, TV and radio, were their main 

sources of information about the ECCC, and that they had seen a TV program about the court. Additionally, 

they were more likely to mention ADHOC, but less likely to name family and friends as a source of information 

about the court. 

Mentioning ADHOC is not surprising for the CPRs. Firstly, CPRs, in their role as representative, have more 

extensive exchanges with ADHOC staff.  Secondly, at the time of the survey, the CPRs had already participated 

in project activities such as trainings, while the activities for the Civil Parties, namely the Civil Party district 

meetings, had only just begun.  

Overall, when asked to describe their knowledge of the ECCC, about half of the CPs and three-quarters of the 

CPRs said that they had moderate or high knowledge of the ECCC (46.2% CPs and 73.3% CPRs). About half of 

the CPs (49.0%) but one quarter of the CPRs (24.2%) stated they had little knowledge of the court. Only small 

percentages of the respondents said they had no knowledge of the court (4.8% CPs and 2.5% CPRs). Compared 

to CPs, the CPRs were more likely to say they were moderately, quite a bit or extremely knowledgeable about 

the ECCC, and less likely to describe their knowledge of the court as little.  

Awareness of the ECCC does not necessarily translate into factual knowledge about the court and its judicial 

process. The participants were asked specific questions about procedures and outcomes in Case 001 and Case 

002.  

Case 001 - Duch Trial 

In regards to Case 001, some CPs and CPRs had attended a live proceeding of the Duch trial (14.6% CPs and 

20.8% CPRs). When asked why they did not attend, respondents provided multiple answers. Among those who 

did not attend any proceedings, about two out of five did not know about the possibility to attend the 

proceedings in person (39.0% CPs and 42.1% CPRs), and about one third received no invitation or were not 

asked to attend an official hearing (31.5% CPs and 33.9% CPRs). In addition, among those who did not attend, 

16.3% of the CPs and 31.6% of the CPRs cited limited resources such as money, transportation, time, and 

distance, to go to the court. These results indicate the importance of providing information but also logistical 

support for people to attend an ECCC official hearing, if they wish to do so. 

At the time of the interviews, it had been about a year since the Trial Chamber had passed its judgement in the 

first trial against Duch.
67

 The Trial Chamber sentenced Duch to 35 years in prison. Due to mitigating factors 5 

years were suspended and the 11 years he had already spent in prison were deducted which resulted in 18/19 

years left to serve.
68

 All parties appealed the judgement and the appeal hearings took place not long before the 

interviews began.
69

 The questions pertaining to the Duch trial focused particularly on the sentencing and the 

appeal. 

Among CPs, 37.1% were aware that the overall jail sentence handed down by the Trial Chamber against Duch 

was 35 years. Among the CPRs, the percentage increased to 66.7% of the respondents. Nonetheless, when asked 

how long Duch was actually required to stay in prison, the answers varied considerably (from 2 years to life in 

prison). About one out of five CPs (20.7%), but half of the CPRs (50.0%) stated that the actual jail sentence 

would effectively be 18/19 years. More than half of the CPs (56.8%) and one-third of the CPRs (33.3%) did not 

know the answer.  

                                                           
67 The interviews took place from May to mid November 2011. The judgement from the Trial Chamber was issued on 26 

July 2010. 
68 The Trial Chamber‟s judgement did not specify the number of years that Duch would spend in prison. The number of 

years could vary slightly depending on when it was estimated. 
69 The appeal hearings before the Supreme Court Chamber were held on 28-30 March 2011. 
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Table 4: DUCH’s overall jail sentence & actual jail sentence, comparison of CPRs and CPs 

  
Overall jail sentence (% of respondents) 

10-19 20-29 30-33 35 ≥36 Do not know 

CPRs 
(n = 120) 

1.7% 0.0% 5.8% 66.7% 11.7% 14.2% 

CPs 
(n = 294) 

1.4% 2.0% 8.2% 37.1% 5.4% 45.9% 

 
 Actual jail sentence (% of respondents) 

 0 -9 10-17 18/19 20-29 ≥30 Do not know 

CPRs 
(n = 120) 

2.5% 9.2% 50.0% 0.8% 4.2% 33.3% 

CPs 
(n = 294) 

1.7% 8.8% 20.7% 4.1% 7.8% 56.8% 

 

Furthermore, it was inquired whether the participants were aware that the Trial Chamber judgement could be 

appealed – 35.7% CPs and 61.7% CPRs stated that they were aware of the appeal, whereas 38.8% CPs and 

28.3% CPRs were not. About a quarter of CPs (25.5%) and one out of ten CPRs (10.0%) acknowledged they did 

not know. Nearly two-thirds of the CPs and the CPRs (64.6% CPs and 67.5% CPRs) felt that Duch should spend 

a longer time in prison, while about one-third (33.0% CPs and 30.0% CPRs) stated that the number of years was 

appropriate and fair. 

Overall, the Civil Party Representatives were significantly more knowledgeable about the sentencing and appeal 

process in Case 001 than the CPs. The CPRs were more likely to mention the correct number of years of the 

overall and the actual jail sentence. Additionally, a significantly greater percentage of CPRs were aware of the 

appeal. This is congruent with the opportunities for information associated with their role. Nonetheless, the wide 

spectrum of responses among CPs and CPRs alike indicated that the details of the verdict and the appeal were 

not fully understood. 

Knowledge level about Case 002 

Knowledge in Case 002 and Civil Parties‟ rights is at the core of the information provided to CPs and CPRs by 

ADHOC. To better understand respondents‟ knowledge on these topics, participants were asked a series of 

questions about the accused, the crimes with which the accused were charged, Civil Party legal representatives, 

the role of the prosecution and Civil Parties‟ rights.  

When examining participants‟ factual knowledge about the accused in Case 002, two-thirds of the CPs (66.7%) 

and the vast majority of the CPRs (90.8%) were aware that four senior leaders
70

 were to be put on trial in Case 

002 before the ECCC. When asked the names of the accused in Case 002, about half to three-quarters of the CPs 

but the vast majority of the CPRs were able to recall individual names – Nuon Chea (57.5% CPs and 92.5% 

CPRs), Ieng Sary (67.0% CPs and 95.0% CPRs), Ieng Thirith (57.5% CPs and 97.5% CPRs), and Khieu 

Samphan (72.1% CPs and 96.7% CPRs).  

The only incorrect name mentioned by all the respondents was Duch (5.8% CPs and 3.3% CPRs). It is possible 

that those who mentioned Duch were genuinely mistaken. It might also be possible that the question, asking the 

name of the accused in Case 002, confused some of the respondents who had not understood the distinction 

between Case 001 and Case 002. About two out of ten of the CPs said they did not know any of the names 

(19.4%). About half of the CPs and a majority of the CPRs were able to name all four accused in Case 002 

without error (43.9% CPs and 85.0% CPRs).  

                                                           
70 At the time of the survey Ieng Thirith had not been declared unfit to stand trial. 
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Figure 21: Names of the Accused 

(% of respondents; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120)* 

 

* Respondents could provide multiple answers. 

In regards to the general nature of the crimes for which the accused are indicted, the respondents could state 

multiple answers. The majority of the CPs mentioned genocide (77.2%), crimes against humanity (16.7%), war 

crimes (6.1%), and murders (8.8%). A small percentage described other elements such as violating human rights 

or destroying property (3.7%), or did not know what crimes the accused were charged with (6.5%). In general, 

the CPRs were able to state more specific terms when citing the crimes. They were significantly more likely to 

mention genocide (90.8% CPRs vs. 77.2% CPs), crimes against humanity (41.7% CPRs vs. 16.7% CPs), and 

war crimes (20.0% CPRs vs. 6.1% CPs).  

Civil Parties are a party to the proceedings. Their interests are represented by their lawyers and, in Case 002, by 

their lawyers under the umbrella of the Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers. When asked about who represents Civil 

Parties at the ECCC, about half of the CPs (55.1%) and four out of five CPRs (80.8%) stated Civil Party 

lawyers. One-third of the CPs (31.3%) and two-third of the CPRs (68.3%) mentioned the Lead Co-Lawyers. 

Some respondents named other actors such as the Co-Prosecutors (21.4% CPs and 35.8% CPRs) or the Co-

Investigating Judges (20.1% CPs and 30.8% CPRs). Nearly one-third of the CPs (28.6%) but only a small 

percentage of the CPRs (4.2%) did not know who represented them at the ECCC.  

Table 5: Who is representing Civil Parties? 

(% of respondents)* 

  
Co-Prosecutors 

Co-Investigating 
Judges 

Civil Party 
lawyers 

Lead Co-Lawyers Do not know 

CPRs 
(n = 120) 

35.8% 30.8% 80.8% 68.3% 4.2% 

CPs 
(n = 294) 

21.4% 20.1% 55.1% 31.3% 28.6% 

* Choices were read to the respondents. Respondents could provide multiple answers. 

About one-quarter of the CPs and half of the CPRs had correct answers stating both the Civil Party lawyers and 

the Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers as their representatives (23.1% CPs and 56.7% CPRs), but only 8.8% of the 

CPs and 25.0% of the CPRs mentioned both without error.  

Both the CPL and the CPLCL represent the Civil Parties at the ECCC. The lower percentages of respondents 

who mentioned the CPLCL might be explained by the fact that the CPLCL is a newly mechanism and that many 

CPRs and CPs had not been exposed to the CPLCL yet. 

Finally, in order to test participants‟ understanding of the role of the prosecution and CPs‟ rights, participants 

were asked to say if a series of statements were true or false. Overall, respondents tended to respond correctly. A 
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majority of the CPs and CPRs agreed with the statement that the Co-Prosecutors were responsible to prove that 

the defendants were guilty beyond any reasonable doubt (85.7% CPs and 87.5% CPRs).  

Similarly, a majority of CPs and CPRs were correct in stating that the rights of the Civil parties included: 1) 

choosing legal representation (97.6% CPs and 98.3% CPRs); 2) requesting investigation of alleged crimes 

(79.3% CPs and 81.7% CPRs); 3) requesting the judges to ask questions to the witnesses or the accused (92.5% 

CPs and 97.5% CPRs); as well as 4) to ask for protective measures (93.9% CPs and 99.2% CPRs); and 5) to 

request collective and moral reparations (98.0% CPs and 100% CPRs). Smaller percentages of respondents 

knew that the Civil Parties do not have the right to request the arrest of a person (15.3% CPs and 33.3% CPRs), 

and almost none of the respondents knew that the Civil Parties cannot appeal the sentence of a convicted person 

(1.0% CPs and 1.7% CPRs). It is noted that the structure of the series of questions might have influenced some 

respondents‟ answers.  

Table 6: Knowledge of Civil Party’ rights 

 

Statements about Civil Parties' rights
71

  
(% stated “ true” among all respondents) 

 

To choose legal 
representative 

To request 
investigation of 
alleged crimes 

To request 
judges to ask 
questions to 
witnesses/ 
accused 

To ask the 
court for 
protective 
measures 

Cannot 
appeal the 
sentence to 
a convicted 
person* 

Cannot 
request 
the arrest 
of a 
person* 

To request 
collective/ 
moral 
reparations 

CPRs 
(n = 120) 98.3% 81.7% 97.5% 99.2% 1.7% 33.3% 100.0% 

CPs 
(n = 294) 97.6% 79.3% 92.5% 93.9% 1.0% 15.3% 98.0% 

*Results were recoded for consistent reporting 

Civil Parties and Civil Party Representatives responded similarly on most of the questions related to the rights of 

the Civil Parties. Nonetheless, when considering the correct answers only, CPRs were more likely to respond 

that CPs could request protective measures, but cannot request the arrest of a person. 

Overall, the CPRs were significantly more knowledgeable than the CPs in regards to the accused, the crimes the 

accused are charged with, the Civil Party legal representatives, and the rights of the Civil Parties. CPRs were 

more likely to state the correct number of accused in Case 002 and to name the accused accurately and without 

error. They were also more likely to state correctly and without error their representatives (e.g., the Civil Party 

lawyers and the Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers). Finally, a significantly greater proportion of CPRs mentioned 

that Civil Parties could request protective measures, but not request the arrest of a person. Nonetheless, the 

results show that knowledge of Case 002 and legal understanding of the proceedings need to be strengthened for 

CPRs and CPs alike.  

Reparations and non-judicial measures 

The ECCC Internal Rules allow Civil Parties to seek collective and symbolic or moral reparations only. This 

topic was discussed repeatedly with Civil Party Representatives and Civil Parties during trainings and district 

meetings.  

First, regardless of the Court‟s definition of reparations, the respondents were asked what should be done for the 

victims of the Khmer Rouge regime in general. Each respondent could provide several answers. The responses 

from the CPs and the CPRs varied widely. The main categories were: 1) money (36.4% CPs and 23.3% CPRs); 

2) punishment for those responsible for the crimes committed during the Khmer Rouge Regime (24.8% CPs and 

30.8% CPRs); 3) basic needs such as housing, food, clothing (19.0% CPs and 10.0% CPRs); 4) health services 

(17.0% CPs and 20.8% CPRs); 5) mental health services (8.2% CPs and 22.5% CPRs); and 6) justice for the 

victims (11.9% CPs and 12.5% CPRs). Interestingly, these suggestions (e.g., money, basic needs or health) 

                                                           
71 The statements in the questionnaire were slightly different than those in the table. 
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overlapped somewhat with respondents‟ current concerns and motivations to apply as a Civil Party.
72

 CPRs 

were more likely to mention mental health services, whereas CPs were more likely to focus on money and basic 

needs. These significant differences between CPs and CPRs might be attributed to information about reparations 

given to the CPRs by the Civil Party lawyers and the Civil Party Lead Co-Lawyers. 

When asked about reparations in general, about two-thirds of the respondents, CPs and CPRs alike, said that 

reparations should be provided to communities as a whole (65.3% CPs and 70.0% CPRs), whereas one out of 

five stated that reparations should be provided to both individuals and communities (20.4% CPs 20.0%and 

CPRs). About 14.3% CPs and 10.0% CPRs stated that individuals should received reparations. 

After reading a statement that specified and defined collective and symbolic reparations, respondents were asked 

a series of questions about reparations. When asked about the nature of the reparation that should be provided, 

about half of the CPs and three-quarters of the CPRs mentioned that a memorial, stupa or funeral monument 

should be built in each province to remember the victims (56.5% CPs and 76.7% CPRs). CPs and CPRs also 

suggested a ceremony or public event for the victims or the dead (24.8% CPs and 17.5% CPRs), health and 

mental health services (23.5% CPs and 39.2% CPRs), a museum (15.0% CPs and 47.5% CPRs) and an 

almshouse, a rest place in their villages where elderly and poor people can receive relief (13.9% CPs and 18.3% 

CPRs).   

 

                                                           
72 Based on the proportion of CPs and CPRs, health was their second concern, whereas basic needs, and cost and prices were 

a third concern for the CPs and CPRs respectively. Both CPs and CPRs said that individual reparations was one of their three 

main reasons for applying as a Civil Party 
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Figure 22: Type of collective and symbolic reparations to be provided  

(% of all respondents; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120)* 

 

*Respondents could provide multiple answers 

CPs and the CPRs stated that reparations will help to alleviate physical and mental health suffering (32.3% CPs 

and 44.2% CPRs), as well as protect the memory of crimes committed during the KR regime and raise 

awareness for the next generations so that those atrocities are not forgotten (30.3% CPs and 35.0% CPRs). 

Moreover, respondents mentioned that reparations will provide justice to the victims of the KR and to those who 

died during the regime (29.6% CPs and 21.7% CPRs) and improve access to health care and education for the 

next generation (10.2% CPs and 10.0% CPRs). In general, CPs and CPRs responded similarly to the question of 

why reparation is important, although CPRs were more likely to state that reparations could repair physical and 

mental health suffering. 

CPs and CPRs asserted that the perpetrators (41.2% CPs and 50.0% CPRs), the international community (30.3% 

CPs and 43.3% CPRs), the Cambodian government (22.4% CPs and 35.0% CPRs), the ECCC (15.6% CPs and 

26.7% CPRs), and NGOs (13.3% CPs and 16.7% CPRs) should be financially responsible for the 

implementation of the reparations. CPRs were more likely to mention the international community, the 

Cambodian government, and the ECCC. A greater percentage of CPs did not know who should pay for 

reparations (6.1% CPs and 0% CPRs). 
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Figure 23: Importance of reparations for Civil Parties  

(% of all respondents; CPs: n = 294;  CPRs: n = 120)* 

 

*Respondents could provide more than one answer  

As shown in Figure 24, similar proportions of CPs mentioned the implementation of collective reparations at the 

village level (37.8%), the provincial level (33.7%), the district level (32.0%), and then the commune level 

(26.5%). About one out of five (20.1%) would like to see the implementation of such projects at mass grave 

sites.  

Compared to the CPs, the CPRs indicated a significant preference for the district level (57.5% CPRs vs. 32.0% 

CPs), and the provincial level (44.2% CPRs vs. 33.7% CPs), while the CPs favoured the implementation of 

projects at the village level. This might be explained by the fact that the CPRs, being a focal point for several 

CPs, are active in areas covering sometimes several villages, whereas CPs are mostly active in their immediate 

community.  

Figure 24: Level of implementation of possible collective reparations 

(% of all respondents; CPs: n =294; CPRs: n = 120)* 

 

* Choices were read to the respondents. Respondents could provide multiple answers. 
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reparations, different views were expressed than for what should be done for the benefit of victims, favouring 

the building of a memorial, stupa or funeral monument each province. CPs and CPRs stated that reparation was 

important to repair physical and mental health suffering, to protect memories and awareness of the Khmer 

Rouge regime for the next generation, and to provide justice for the victims. In general, respondents were 

divided on who should be financially responsible for reparations or at what administrative level reparations 

should be implemented. CPs and CPRs‟ responses might have been influenced by discussions during trainings 

or district meetings.  

Non-Judicial Measures: implementation at the community level 

The non-judicial measures mandate gives victims and Civil Parties the opportunity to propose small projects in 

their communities to address the suffering of the KR victims. To find out more about those preferences, the 

respondents were asked the nature of these projects, and who should be involved.  

The next question encouraged the participants to give further details about what kind of small projects they 

would like to establish in their communities. The main suggestions were a memorial or stupa (36.7% CPs and 

40.8% CPRs), ceremonies for the dead (28.9% CPs and 20.0% CPRs), and a museum or a library about the 

Khmer Rouge (6.5% CPs and 20.0% CPRs). CPRs were significantly more inclined to suggest a museum or a 

library about the Khmer Rouge. These answers were similar to the kind of collective and symbolic reparations 

favoured by the respondents with the exception of health and mental health services. The absence of health and 

mental health services as small community projects could be because participants did not perceive that such 

services should be implemented at the community level or did not consider health and mental health services as 

a potential “small community projects”. 

Figure 25: Small project in the Communities (% of all respondents; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120)* 

 

*Respondents could provide multiple answers 

Almost all respondents mentioned they would like to assist in and/or contribute to a small project implemented 

in their community (99% CPs and 98.3% CPRs). However, when asked who should be involved, only 55.4% of 
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project with financial or material contribution and thus did not mention themselves if their resources did not 

allow it.  

In addition to themselves, respondents mentioned that interested villagers (52.4% CPs and 61.7% CPRs), the 

village chief (49.0% CPs and 54.2% CPRs), commune council (33.0% CPs and 53.3% CPRs), direct victims of 

the KR (29.3% CPs and 47.5% CPRs), as well as NGOs (20.1% CPs and 13.3% CPRs) and the government, 

including provincial government (6.8% CPs and 22.5% CPRs) should be involved. Significantly greater 

percentages of CPRs mentioned themselves, direct victims of the Khmer Rouge, and different levels of 

authorities such as commune council and government. 

Figure 26: “Who should be involved in a possible project?” 

(% of all respondents; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120)* 

 

*Respondents could provide multiple answers 

When asked how they could contribute to or assist in such projects, respondents expressed that they would like 
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34.2% CPRs), and time (15.6% CPs and 20.0% CPRs). CPRs were more likely to state they would provide 

moral support, help with building something (17.5% CPRs vs. 9.2% CPs), and provide food and/or building 

material (12.5% CPRs vs. 6.1% CPs). 

In general, a majority of CPs and CPRs said they would not accept the absence of reparation to the victims and 

their family (74.1% CPs and 85.0% CPRs), whereas small percentages said it would be acceptable to have no 
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Figure 27: Assistance in a community-based project (% of all respondents; CPs: n = 294; CPRs: n = 120)* 

 

*Respondents could provide multiple answers 
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CONCLUSION 

This baseline study provides a starting point for monitoring and evaluating Case 002 Civil Party participation 

before the ECCC. It uses ADHOC‟s KRT Civil Party scheme as a basis, focusing on a network of Civil Party 

Representatives.  

The goals of the ADHOC project are to facilitate and foster civic engagement and empower the beneficiaries of 

this project by informing Civil Parties and increasing their participation in the ECCC proceedings. On the one 

hand, this means rendering legal material more accessible. On the other hand, it emphasizes giving volunteers 

and interested persons from the community meaningful role as information and communication focal points for 

other Civil Parties in their areas.  

It is hoped that the knowledge, understanding and experiences gained by CPRs and CPs could translate into a 

better understanding of concepts of rule of law and democratic institutions, which could in turn have a 

sustainable and lasting impact, first in their community and second in the Cambodian society.  

Many challenges have to be overcome to attain these objectives. The project is at the beginning of its program 

and has potential for improvements. Thus far, the study findings suggest that the CPR scheme is a step in the 

right direction. In general, the respondents, CPs and CPRs, were positive about their experience of being Civil 

Parties. CPRs were more knowledgeable than the CPs about the ECCC and its cases. Nevertheless, contacts 

between CPRs and CPs were uneven, and only a small percentage of CPs recognized that the role of the CPRs 

includes transmitting information from and to the CPLs. Moreover, although knowledgeable and comfortable 

with the information about the ECCC and its proceedings, CPRs acknowledged some difficulties with content 

information and with speaking in front of a group. Finally, although respondents seemed to differentiate 

reparation measures through the ECCC from what they would like to happen for the victims in general, some of 

their motivations for applying as a Civil Party might not be fulfilled by their participation in the ECCC 

proceedings. These elements point to the importance of: 

1. Strengthening the CPRs scheme by encouraging contacts between CPRs and CPs and setting out 

criteria and standards to achieve a similar number of contacts between CPRs and CPs across all 

provinces. Additionally, the results reflect the necessity for the Civil Parties to be aware of and to 

clearly understand the role of the CPRs, more specifically the CPRs‟ task of transmitting information 

from and to the Civil Party lawyers. This latter point should be included and reiterated more 

systematically in trainings and district meetings; 

 

2. Improving capacity building of the CPRs through supervision and trainings. CPRs acknowledged some 

difficulties and requested additional trainings on content information. As the trial develops and the 

information becomes potentially more complex, ADHOC should devise a strategy to improve 

supervision, and increase training focusing on information content about the ECCC but also on ways to 

improve dissemination of information to the CPs; 

 

3. Monitoring expectations and ensuring that CPs and CPRs alike understand the opportunities and 

limitations of the Civil Party Representatives scheme as well as the ECCC. This is especially important 

in terms of participation in the ECCC proceedings and reparations. 
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Recommendations 

This report includes lessons-learned from the study and recommendations based on the study findings and on 

ADHOC‟s experience with victim participation since the inception of the ECCC.  

To all representatives and intermediaries working with Civil Parties (i.e. ADHOC, CDP/GBV, VSS, CP 

Lawyers, CPLCL): 

 Maintain resources and efforts to reach, inform, educate, and manage expectations among Civil 

Parties using multiple and interactive methods. Knowledge about the courts and the trials remains 

relatively low. For example just one third of the CPs new the sentence given to Duch in the first trial, 

and just half knew who represent them at trials. Educational methods include logistic support for 

physical participation, meetings and trainings, as well as participatory activities such as the CPR 

scheme, community dialogues, mock tribunals, or interactive radio programs. These activities should 

take advantage of key moments in the ECCC process such as the final judgement in Case 002 for 

example, and continue until the end of the tribunal and beyond;  

 Develop activities outside of the ECCC related activities to foster a sense of justice, recognition, 

dialogue and exchange. No participation scheme will fulfill all expectations of the CPs and CPRs. 

Activities may include building a memorial in a village, telling one‟s story to the next generation, 

avenues for testimony, or planning a museum in a community.   

 Develop an inclusive consultation mechanism to gather and unify the voice of CPs and CPRs in 

recommending reparation measures to the judges and designing non-judicial measures in general. 

Mechanisms should also be put in place to ensure gendered understanding of reparations and victim 

assistance as well as regional or local needs. 

To the CPLs/CPLCLs and intermediaries working with Civil Parties: 

 Ensure increased contacts and information sharing between CPs and their lawyers either directly 

or through intermediaries. The information related to the ECCC is often complex and difficult to 

understand for ordinary Cambodians. Civil Parties Lawyers are key actors to explain legal concepts and 

transmit information to the Civil Parties. As legal representatives of the Civil Parties, they would also 

benefit from knowing and understanding the interests of their clients. Civil Party lawyers should 

coordinate with intermediary organizations and/or Civil Party Representatives to increase their level of 

contact with the Civil Parties. This would improve both Civil Parties‟ understanding of the ECCC 

proceedings and Civil Party lawyers‟ knowledge of their clients‟ interests. 

To the CPLs/ CPLCLs: 

 Actively engage and contact clients and be responsive to their demands and needs. Few 

respondents could name their national and international lawyers and many expressed that they felt only 

partially supported by their attorney. Lawyers can correct this by finding creative ways to communicate 

with Civil Parties. For example, CPLs could distribute ID cards with, the names, picture and, and VSS 

Identification number of the lawyers so they could be easily recognized.  

 Develop clear messages about the process of the trial and a two-way communication mechanism 

(e.g. voice messages, sms,…) to let CPs ask questions directly. Disseminate messages through 

intermediary network using audio messages, pictures, or a combination of very simple written 

messages and pictures; 
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To the ECCC: 

 Provide transparent updates to NGOs, Civil Parties, and the public regarding the future of the 

trials. Proceed in a timely and transparent manner with improved efforts to have an open discourse 

with civil society organizations about the current case and, for example, the possibility of further sub-

trials.  

 Establish a clear Court – civil society liaison mechanism with an officer tasked with coordinating 

and collaborating with civil society, intermediaries, and the court though regular contacts, and 

developing clear and consistent outreach messages to be disseminated to the Civil Parties and the 

Cambodian population in general. 

 Design clear, consistent and systematic messages with regards of reparations and its realistic 

expected outcomes in collaboration with intermediary organizations and civil party lawyers to manage 

expectations and avoid post-ECCC disappointment and disillusionment.  

To the Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC):  

 Work to develop and ensure the legacy of the ECCC especially regarding transfer of the ECCC 

experience of victim participation and support to the domestic system. Many aspects of the ECCC 

legacy have the potential to positively affect the rule of law and legal system in Cambodia. The 

experience and capacity-building of the victim participation scheme provides an outline for victim 

participation in domestic courts, as well as a transition towards more victim-oriented justice in 

Cambodia in general.  

 Continue to work with victims and the civil society to develop non-judicial mechanisms to deal 

with the legacy of the Khmer Rouge, including strengthening existing education and history 

curriculum, creating avenues for truth telling and testimonials, and developing memorials and 

recognition for the victims 

To the Donors:  

 Continue to support victim participation, until the end of the trials. Victim participation is a unique 

feature of the Court. While there is a need to manage expectations among civil parties, the commitment 

to the rights of victims must be upheld and remain an important legacy of the court. 

 Support programs that ensure the work of the Court and its legacy goes beyond the trials to 

inform broader social programs to deal with the past, including programs to strengthen education, truth 

telling and testimonials, and memorialization. 

 Support consultative processes that involve the population to identify and address priorities and needs 

beyond justice.  

 Demand increased transparency and coordination among all actors involved in the ECCC and 

providing assistance to victims 
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